1501

From:
Sent:

15/08/20212:59:56 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 - 14:59
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Collaroy
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration.
This will significantly impact many families and indisiduals lh/ng in the R/stone area and cripple their tourism industry.
The town is based on tourism and many locals own B&Bs in the local area. Renting out B&Bs is one waytheIre able to supplement their farming
incomes.
Regrettably if the coal exploration goes ahead, a train line will run right past all the B&Bs and the train line will be operating at all hours. This train
line will dramatically irnpact on the Rstone tourism industry.
I know lass Syineysider liing in the hustle and bustle of Sydney I have no inclination on renting a B&B with a train line running next to it Sydney
siders go to Rstone to escape the noise and the sounds of train lines, we will not trawl to experience the same noise pollution in the city.
Rytstone is a town where Sydney siders go to experience a country feel, step backing time and appreciate the experience. Dice word gets out
about the noise pollution, sounds of the train and the city feel, tourism numbers will plummet.
With less tourists, this would significantly affect the tourism industry in Rytatone, who have already been crippled bythe fres of 2020 and lack of
tourism due to the Co'Ad restrictions on Syineysiders to trawl in 2020 and 2021.
This will directly affect my family who own rental properties in Rstone and will affect myinterest in travelling to the area and I'm sure the same iew
resides with many other Syineysiders who will simplychoose to trawl to a different town.
As we all know the mental health detriments that have been shown when indhAduals are unable to source an income that I fear this train line will
have that on the town. I ask you to please discuss this with the locals of Ristone about how this will economical ly affect them.

Iagree to the above statement
Yes

1466

1502

From:
Sent: 15/08/20212:52:54 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment dbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 - 14:52
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisalion

Name
First name
Cathy
Last name
Brown
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
B4ong 2849
Submission
What the hell! This is one of the most beautiful places in Australia
Your greed will starve mygrandchildren
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1467

1503

From:
Sent: 15/08/20212:44:10 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 - 14:44
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Taliana
Last name
Brown
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
lvbunt Victoria 2786
Submission
Please do not strip this beautiful place of its amang wildlife, beautiful water and eco systems. This is sacred land.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1468

1504

From:
Sent:

15/08/2021 11:53:43 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 - 11:53
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Lindsay
Last name
4ffett
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Scone NSW 2337
Submission
It is with much sadness that I see organisation's seeking to mine coal, being obIious to the long term effect it's burning has on the global
en'Aronment
What ever happened to the aim of reducing carbon emissions?
Then there's the degradation to the landscape, the consumption of agricultural land (much more importantto human s ustai nabi lity than coal), the
loss of dwellings of all creatures great and small and clearing of vegetation etc.
And finally, the adverse effects mining has on the local economy. It escalates housing prices and commodities, as the industries take adventage of
the higher wage earners, and that leads to the lower income people being disadvantaged.
So, I personallyam not in faveur of anyfurther coal mining extensions or new approvals.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1469

1505

From:
Sent: 15/08/2021 11:38:26 AM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 - 11:38
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Hannah
Last name
Wallace
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2779
Submission
Leave the swamp the wayit is!
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1470

1506

From:
Sent:

15/08/2021 10:59:03 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<e

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 - 10:59
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Elisabeth
Last name
Brasse
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town Postcode
&
Darlinghurst 2010
Submission
In a world that has been fighting global heating for decades, Australia is a shameful last for action. NSW has, commendably, put goals in place - as
you would be aware (35% cut in emissions by 2030 compared to 2005 levels, net zero emissions by 2050).
Pnyfurther investment in fossil fuels jeopardises this goal, harms future generations, and harms the economyboth locallyand nationally Coal
mines do not contribute posifivelyto the world, and do harm to the areas theyare in.
The proposed are for coal exploration, around Ryistone, would impact a precious heritage area, close to my heart as a regular asitor. It would have
a negative impact on wildlife, water sources, farming, the heritage of the Dabee people, and more. The local community fiercely opposes coal
exploration to be allowed in their area.
I support their struggle to protect their home and their struggle to protect us all from the hugely negative impact of coal mining.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1471

1507

From:
Sent:

15/08/20219:59:26 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fdbilbox<

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 - 09:59
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Penelope
Last name
Le Couteur
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2786
Submission
I strongly object to allowing anyfurther exploration for coal, especiallyin areas with signifcant values which will be destroyed.
We cannot afford to keep burning coal because of its impact on global temperatures, so whywould we al low for further exploration?
\Miywould we allow something unnecessary, with its serious adverse impacts on water resources, aboriginal heritage, health of the local
population, air and noise pollution, and agriculture.
Please sayno.

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1472

1508

From:
Sent:

15/08/20219:49:56 #1st

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtsilbox<

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Estiibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 - 09:49
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Gillian
Last name
Fitzgerald
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2786
Submission
I oppose the Hawker Rumkins coal exploration near R4stone. We can't keep ha/ng short term projects which destroy groundwater, decimate fora
and fauna habitats and pollute the waterways. This is what I salue and want to protect.
The Traditional Owners have identified 45 sacred sites in the area and potentially more yet to be discovered. TheVre the custodians of the land and
their veices should be heard
I lisa in Blackheath and usual lys/sitthe area a few times a sear (Pre-CO'1D) to camp and explore the natural area. I worry about the impacts on the
EEC's. The forests, the birds. What about the creeks downstream? What heavy metals are going to be leeched into them and what effect is that
going to have on the macroinvertebrates, the basis of the food web?
Please keep me informed

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1473

1509

From:
Sent:

15/08/20219:33:09 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtsilbox

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 - 09:33
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Wendy
Last name
Glean
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
rvljrrays run 2325
Submission
\AlendyGleen
Mrrays Run 2325

Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam strongly opposed to the Hawkins Rumker coal exploration in the Rstone area. I lie on the eastern side of the Wollemi wilderness area and
object in terms of local, national and global impacts.
The ecological fi ow on effects from dealopments are rarely acknowledged. As well as the direct impact of the mine head, roads and other
infrastructure, the surrounding ecosystem will be damaged byf ow on effects such as ecological edge effects (e.g. incursion of weeds and feral
species). I witnessed firsthand some of these impacts on ecosystem processes during myresearch fora masters degree in ecologyat the
Unwkrsityof Sydney. Development in this rural/bushland area will further fragment and disturb one of the most significant natural areas that still
remains in NSW. Weakening one part of the natural system will weaken the whole. The NSVVCcernment has a dear responsibilityto manage
natural resources in a sustainable waythat recognizes inter-generational equity. The mining of coal on the edge of a wilderness area fails that
responsibility in eeryconceiable way.
• Coal mining -increases climate change
• Damage of and incursion into wilderness area -impacts threatened species and degrades biodiersity
• Ecu Tourism -degradation of the local area and wilderness lessens the attraction of the area for tourists.
• Damage to the collect/ye human spirit - as wilderness areas disappear our connection with the natural world and sense of wonder is further
fractured which impacts mental health.

Yours Sincerely,
Wendy Glean

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1475

1510

From:
Sent:

15/08/2021 9:11:57AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<e

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 -09:11
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Chloe
Last name
Hitchell
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Lawson
Submission
Ganduggy is one of the last places left slightly untouched by the gowrnment It holds thousands of Wars older aboriginal art work hidden in the
area. It holds heritage, history and current knowledge of Aboriginal Australia along with wildlife, native flora and clear enough waterways for
animals to survive.
The government needs to turn around and start working on sang country rather than destroying it
If you want to preserve the land you will have a lot more workers and people supporting you.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1476

1511

From:
Sent:

15/08/20218:46:28 #1st

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment dbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Estiibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sun, 15/08/2021 - 08:46
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ian
Last name
Cunningham
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Thirroul 2515
Submission
The exploration and proposed coal mine for Hawkins Rumker should not go ahead. I have lived in and vsited the R4stone region over the last 12
hears. The area is peaceful, stbrant and supports a beautiful natrual ensnonment lam concerned with the pollution from the proposed mine. Noise
and sibration will increase with blasting, heaearthmosing equipment and machineryoperating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Coal
is likelyto be transported on uncovered trains, trucks or overhead conveyors running through our towns, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week This is
currentlya quiet and pristine area.
When there is shortterm sound from farming works, sound travels estensivelythrough the valleys and across the plains in the area. This will have
significant impacts well beyond the mining site. Air pollution also represents a risk to residents and vsitor health as well as reducing the area
amenity. I requestthe Planning department do not approve the mine.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1477

1512

From:
Sent:

14/08/20219:57:40 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tdbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 -21:57
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Bruce
Last name
Christie
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Rytstone
Submission
The proposed opening of the R1stone area for coal exploration will comprise the enronment of what is currently an intact and unique area. There
are numerous threatened species thatare present in the district that will be affected bylarge scale disruption to the connectisityarrd integrityof the
plant communities.
There are agricultural businesses in the area that hae been operating for generations and the growing tourism industrywill ensure the survival of
manyof these businesses as theydwhrsifyinto this booming industry. Amine near Rytstone will destroythe aesthetics of the area and therefore
the long term businesses that relyon tourism.
I cannot beliese that anyone is seriously considering opening anew coal mine. Wth the push to renewable energywell on the way and the demand
and price of coal dropping monthly it is hard to believe that the community has to fight such a ridiculous proposal.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1478

1513

From: no
Sent:

14/08/20219:57:35 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Ntalbox<

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 -21:57
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Bruce
Last name
Christie
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Rytstone
Submission
The proposed opening of the R1stone area for coal exploration will comprise the enronment of what is currently an intact and unique area. There
are numerous threatened species thatare present in the district that will be affected bylarge scale disruption to the connectisityarid integrityof the
plant communities.
There are agricultural businesses in the area that hae been operating for generations and the growing tourism industrywill ensure the survival of
manyof these businesses as theydwhrsifyinto this booming industry. Amine near Rytstone will destroythe aesthetics of the area and therefore
the long term businesses that relyon tourism.
I cannot beliese that anyone is seriously considering opening anew coal mine. Wth the push to renewable energywell on the way and the demand
and price of coal dropping monthly it is hard to believe that the community has to fight such a ridiculous proposal.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1479

1514

From:
Sent:

14/08/20218:57:46 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox

;

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 20:57
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Sonia
Last name
Christie
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Rtstone 2849
Submission
Thank you for the opportunityto comment on this proposal to release areas east of R4stone for coal exploration.
Firsfyas resident of R/stone for 35 wars we ha'e seen a remarkable increase in the pastfew sears (since the coal and cement industry slowly
pulled out) in tourism to our small town which is self sustaining and sustainable long term.
Secondly it is an unbelievable prospect with the release of the recent IPCC report that anygceemment global lywould even consider hang
anything to do with coal or anyotherfossil fuel industry.
I am sure it was just a thought bubble not thought through propedywtHch will now be knocked on the head.

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1480

1515

From:
Sent:

14/08/2021 7:08:33 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tdbilbox<

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 19:08
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Aiw
Last name
Libera
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
R4stone
Submission
I whole heartedly object to this and any other mine going ahead in our region. We are a small town depending on tourist and outside istors,
implementing amine will alter the 'visual astheticalue of our beautiful landscape. Another reason this is absurd is the growing consern ofdimate
change and the effects mining can have to speed this up.
Id reallyappreciate it ifWu could take mysubmission and all the others into great consideration before going ahead with the distruction of such a
beautiful place.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1481

1516

From:
Sent: 14/08/2021 7:05:24 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 19:05
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Denmark
Submission
Hello
I'm from Denmark and on a couple of occasions I have had the opportunity to Asit your beautiful country. Your culture, your beautiful nature and the
warmth of your people has grown on me and because of that I now have some dear friends in the NSW area.
I'm sorry to hear that you are planning to look into the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration.
I understand that coal is a source for generating export re'enues but in a rich and smart society like sours there must be other ways for generating
smart income.
Looking into what we have done in regards to stop using coal in our societyand put ressources into exploring different areas of energy ressources
and solutions to pro'ide a safe and en'ironment friendly powergrid, I would assume that Australia could and should do the same.
The recent climate report from IPCC is prettydear on what actions we need to take in orderto safeguard our climate and protect our societies
around the world
We need to look in different areas than coal and put ressources into developing new areas to generate sufficient energyfor maintaining our
societies and from my point I think solar would be quite interesting to deelop much much more in your country.
There are huge opportunities in developing new technologyboth for satisfying own energydemands and especiallyalso in regards to de'elop a
blooming business in regards to deelop technologyand knowhow for building a strong export business in ie. solar and batterysolutions and
knowhow.
I have 'Asited the fantastic nature in the area of sour planned coal exploration twice and I strongly encourage you to stop your plans in regards to this
exploration which just is a precursor to coal mining - for the sake of the nature and our planet - this needs to be stopped now.
I wish you all the best,
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1482

1517

From:
Sent: 14/08/2021 7:02:56 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment dbilbox<
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 19:02
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Coco
Last name
Della Libera
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Glen Daas 2846
Submission
i beliese that a coal mine should mot be brought up as it would win wluable land and enronmentfor natie flora and fauna.
please to not go ahead with the coal mine.
I agree to the above statement
Yes

1483

1518

From:
Sent:

14/08/20215:40:13 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 17:40
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
George
Last name
Bucan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Nullo bbuntain 2849
Submission
Mjobjection is that as the price of coal goes down there will be more and more shortcuts as things get more desperate. There's moneythere and
jobs there now but as the price goes down, this will change. There will be more shortcuts and who is going to pa/? Itwill be us, not the mining
companies.
This mine will be an open cut mine and itwill destroyewnjthing
Through here the Lithgow seam runs, this has manyIaers, separated bypartings. There are thin layers of coal and totake these will require open
cutto mine. There is notenough strength in the top lasers to hold up the ground above to allowmining of the lower layers of coal byunderground
mining. It's not belieable that if there's a 9101vff deposit that onlyone seam would be mined. Of course all the seams are going to be mined and
the onlywaythis is going to happen, to get the coal is to open cut it and take everything. We could go underground, but there is a lot of coal that
would be left Of course, anymine companyand the gowrnmentwould take it all.
There are a lot of places where there are coal mines and there is a lot of mines where there is still a lot of coal and this is not being fullyused.
People should not be greedyand open new places and wreck them. Use what is alreadythere first

rw worked in mines and an exsoil-conserwtion worker. In mines, I worked on the team for rehabilitation in mines, theysaytheywill come back
and do the job later and theyneer do it. The rehabilitation doesn't get done properly Theyjust throw rock in, theymixthe top soil with sub soil, and
then no clayundemeath There is just a hard layer underthe top soil so the waterjust runs away, there's no infiltration, no water holding capacity.
So no proper rehabilitation. The mine management sets this out, it's their policies and theydon't do the right thing. From mysoil conservation work,
I know what is needed to rehabilitate land that has been degraded, whatthe standards should be. In mines, there is just no standard, what should
be done to rehab the land never gets done.
f/Mien we destroythe land we cannot get into a taxi and go to another planet We have wrecked it and we can't go back
Ifwe get destroyour water, we cannot sursie. If mining happens here, the waterwill disappear, or itwill be toxic and kill us. Or we will haw to paya
fortune to fixit. f/f/ho is going to payfor this? and who is going to be responsible for letting it happen?
Even underground mining wrecks everything. There was mining under Rockybbuntain near Kandos, and theymined under it and parts of the
mountain have cracks in it This is getting worse oertime and the water runs through it and washes out all the fines.
Al through this area is a sensitke area. The swamps will be gone, ceerything will be gone. It's got me beatwhythere doing this.
If a mine opens here, crime will increase, all the rift raft comes in. If miners come to town, people who live here won't be able to afford to lie here.
When the mines to the north opened, miners mceed to the area. There were locals in fvtiidgee who had been renting the same house for 20 sears
and theywere kicked out to make wayforthe mining industryfor more rent, more money Its wrong. This is part of the social issues that mining
causes.
If the coal mine goes ahead, I beliew itwill be a grave mistake, as I hae worked in the industryand seen how it affects the enironment and the
community. This should not happen here.

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1484

1519

From:
Sent:

14/08/20215:31:57 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtsil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Extiibitions Wilbox

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 17:31
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jackie
Last name
Bucan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Nullo kbuntain 2849
Submission
I objectto Hawkins and Rumker being opened for coal exploration and mining I do notwant it to happen. I think itwill be a big mistake and itwill
wreck our lowlywlley and the community.
This area is good farming land and I low the clean, natural lifestyle we have here. M3ihusband used to work in a coal mine and while he was
working there, he was always grumpyand hard to live with. Since he has stopped working in the mine, he has become the man I married again.
lam concerned aboutthe social impacts of a coal mine being built. When mines are constructed, hundreds of owrpaid single men mow into the
area in a short space of time Theytake up all the available accommodation which destroys or sewrelysets back local tourism and hospitality
businesses.
It is well documented that during mine construction, adjacent communities see large increases in crime including theft, assault, vandalism and
sexual assault People who come to R1stone and Kandos from Gulgong - the town closest to Ulan, Wipinjong and MDolarben coals mines - often
comment on the low lewis of wndalism in our community.
Mne workers are paid high salaries compared to most people in our area. If the area is opened to mining, then propertyprices go up and rents go
up. People who don't work in the mines can't afford to buyor rent somewhere to live and this flows through to other businesses. Theycan't pay
higher wages but the people working for those businesses can't afford to buyor rent so they mow away, and businesses struggle to find people to
work for them.
I am worried about the water. Our property relies on ground water to get our stock through drought During the last drought we had to go deeper and
deeper to access water for our stock after our dams ran dry. Coal mines dig deep into the ground and breakthrough the aquifers that hold
underground water. lam worried thatwhen the next drought comes, the water I need to keep mystock going won't be there because the mines
haw destroyed the water source.
Similarly, our property was impacted severely bythe Gospers kbuntain bushfre in the summer of 2019/20. Firefighters helping to defend our
property had to truck water 8 k to do so because our dams had run dry. We've been told that fires will get worse, and droughts will be longer. If a
mine is built, it will destroy our water resources, including the Cudgegong River, and there won't the water available to fight the next megafire that
comes through our area.
One of the special things about this area is the wildlife. I low seeing wombats, kangaroos, wallabies, wombats, quolls, all sorts of animals. So
much wildlife was killed in the Gospem Mountain that it will take swam for it to come back. If this area is mined, itwill take the water the wildlife
needs and make it ewn harder for it to recowr.

agree to the above statement
Yes

1486

1520

From:
Sent:

14/08/20214:13:33 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 16:13
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
3686
Submission

Parramatta N5W2124

Rutherglen, \IC 3685

14.08.2021

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Myreasons and/or how itwill impact me are outlined below
lam 44 sears of age and have been visiting this region for the past 10 years. I grew up in a small countrytown in NSWwhere we onlyhad farmland
There was no tourism, no unique fauna or landscapes, no mention of aboriginal heritage, and there were no sustainable industries in town or
dose by. Children left for the cities when their high school education finished as there was no jobs, with flow ons to communitysport, and we
essentially now have just an aging population, aged care and a few shops in the main street No new businesses open and our population is
decreasing.
What you have in this region is a vibrant communitywho have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region largely dependent on
tourism. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industryin the region include
neysrds, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft
furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
New businesses that should be targeted need to be sustainable. Mning is not a sustainable industry and onlycreates wealth for a short duration,
with little contribution to the local communities that it exploits for its water, farmland, air qualityand housing affordability. Mning is also not a
growing industry, there is getting to be less and less demand for coal as anticipated bythe Reserve Bank of Australia as renewable energy
expands, as countries who buyour coal are also moving awayfrom fossil fuels.
Please reconsider,
Yours sincerely,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

14/08/20213:42:10 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtsil bo

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 15:42
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisation

Name
First name
Jane
Last name
Howes
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2022
Submission
I am writing as a concerned citizen of NSW and a parent, in relation to this submission.
This proposal is in complete opposition to the current lPCC report.
As the International EnergyPgencs path to 1.5 degrees report found, no new coal, oil or gas dewlopments are compatible with a safe future for
our children.
It is too late for jobs and growth' to be created at the expense of the reaching the goal of staying within 1.5 degrees warming. There is no time left.
Australia must be able to contribute something more than minerals to our economy. We are missing a huge opportunityto be at the forefront of new
energy technology, with this persistance with fossil fuels.
Coal does not employee vast labour these days so anypromises of'local jobs' will not be kept. Local communities will suffer in terms of
ensironmental degradation, risks to water supplies, and health impacts from coal dust and other pollution.
And for those who still work in the coal industryand need these roles to support theirfamilies - with all the warnings ovar the last 20 years that it is
a dying industry- they dearly need support to re-train. Energyand focus must been pro'Aded to these poor souls who persist in these industries.
Coal is a bad investment. Divan moves this year byNSWs main coal export markets (Japan, China and South Korea) to reduce their emissions,
including specific statements regarding the contraction of their coal use, expanding coal in NSWis economically irrational and irresponsible.
Funds, and banks and other financial institutions across the globe are divesting of coal. Insurance of new plants is becoming more difficult and is
increasinglyagainst community sentiment.
Recentfndings that current and abandoned coal mines are emitting vast quantities of the potent greenhouse gas methane simply underscore the
importance of Iece/ng coal in the ground. Taxpayers and local communities will bear the brunt of dean up costs from mines that become stranded.
This proposal makes no sense

thank you
Jane
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 14/08/20212:51:34 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Ubil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibilions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 14:51
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Simon
Last name
,hllender
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Alambie NSW 2100
Submission
Hi
I'm Simon, father of two. I happen to haw a bNsters Degree in Electrical and Electronic Engineering from the Unisersityof Bath, (24 June 1986—
you can check it out). So I know a thing or two about power generation, distribution and the economics of power.
It has been an interesting week:
*
large swathes of the northern hemisphere are on fire: Italy, Spain, Turkey, Greece, USA Canada and een Siberia
*
the world as we know it records its hottest month ever; and
the IPCC release a report stating categorically that the world as we like it, will be danger of irretrieeblydisappeadng fore'er.
Still Australia fails to realise its potential to be a global powerhouse, harvesting solar energyand exporting green hdrogen and green steel
because our leaders lack the political courage to lead us there. There are indeed criminally incompetent.
Aid onlysomeone who is criminally negligent would seriously consider opening a coal mine that will generate millions more tonnes of CO2 oer
the coming decades.
Don't be that person that allows that to happen.
Simon C btsllender.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

14/08/2021 12:58:58 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment ktsil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 12:58
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Stephanie
Last name
Huldns
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Syiney2ll3
Submission
I would like to make my submission of opposing this mow to release new areas of East of Mjdgee for further coal developments.
In light of this week's IPCC report, I strongly oppose this mow. For our children's sake, rather than burden them bylocking in further dire outcomes
of climate change, please do not do this.
Al .5C temperature rise will lead to 2.4 times more frequent droughts and a 1.5 times increase in extreme precipitation.
If we do not lower our carbon emissions (and stop building coal development which this proposal supports) we are more likelyto lock in risks
roughly double to 5.1 times and 2.8 times higher frequencies, at which point many parts of the world will become uninhabitable, mass migration
becomes unavoidable and the economic impacts will be severe.
Can you liw with this on your conscious? I can't, which is why write to you todayto reassess your support of this plan.
Thank you.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 14/08/2021 12:55:24 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 12:55
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Clifton Hill 3068
Submission
I am opposed to the Hawkins Rumker area being opened for coal exploration.
The impact on local aquifers, including breaching aqitards, contamination and groundwater depletion, is irreversible.
Dust, noise, and poor air quality resulting from a coal mine and the associated truck movement is a health hazard to local residents.
Road damage from the increase in truck and equipment mowmentwill create hazards and increased costto the communityfor road renewal and
repair.
The urgencyof climate change requires gceemmentto prevent all newfossil fuel exploration and development. The world needs to immediately
reduce the production and use of coal, oil, and gas.
Coal exploration needed to stop long ago - it is not acceptable now.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 14/08/2021 11:07:58 AM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment dbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 11:07
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jacqui
Last name
Dunn
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
3226
Submission
The public beliees that the only reason such a decision would even be considered is for monetary gain by corrupt decision makers.
If you go ahead on coal exploration you are signing a death sentence for all of us, including your own family lam unsure why anyone would
consider this. Be responsible, listen to the science and become a super power for the solution on dimate change. Please.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

14/08/2021 10:34:20 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 10:34
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Victoria
Last name
Tuson
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2796
Submission
lam concerned about the release of land for coal exploration in the listed areas.
Mjprimaryconcern is the signifcance of the area to the local indigenous population, being areas of sacredness containing significant natural
features and rock art examples.
Secondarily, the area is of great enironmental value, filled with rare endemic species of flora and fauna, and also s pectacular wild places to vsit
Thirdly, the roads and infrastructure are not suitable for the type of machinery required for such work.
I have immense fears that were coal to be located, that it would just be left where it was. The expenses taken to locate it and the ecuironmental
damage of such a task, would jusfify its extraction.
This also goes against myfrm belief in the need to immedi ately stop using fossil fuel for the sake of our enveonment and the process of global
warming.
Thank you.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

14/08/2021 10:10:06 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvfuil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Extiibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 10:10
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Susan
Last name
Kilminster
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
2084
Submission
Proposed new mine at Rstone. 21 7.21
It is disappointing to learn of the state governments plans to open new areas in NSWto coal exploration, particularly in the Upper Hunter
Some of the concerns are as follows
- existing mines are presently producing coal at well below capacity
- limited overseas markets
- over estimation of number of direct and indirect jobs
- development of automation with driverless trains and trucks resulting in loss of assodated jobs
- subsidies for fossil fuels in the industry
threat to the ensironmentwith its existing biodiversity
- lack of consultation with local indigenous groups with their special insight into the environment
- damage to the water table with large amounts of water extracted for the needs of the industry.
- the environment's loss of the water which was deemed necessaryfor coal extraction and thus diverted to that industry
- harmful effects of climate change
- air pollution in the HunterValleyis harmful atthe momentwithoutthe added pollution from proposed new mines.
- the cumulative effects of air pollution
-the health of the local residents is potential ly affected by respiratory diseases caused bycoal pollution.
- destruction of agricultural lands with its loss of existing markets and future eansion.
- loss of local jobs associated with the agricultural industry.
Over the last couple of weeks, the communities have been inundated with alarming news
-the recent report from the IPPC, which is made up of hundreds of scientists and governments, stated that global warming has now reached 1.10
since industrialisation (1850-1900). In Australia, warming has reached 1.4C.
- manyscientists urge the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by not opening any new mines in Australia.
-we are overwhelmed with news coverage of extreme droughts, fires, foods, landslides, warming in the atmosphere and the oceans and now
plagues in Australia and overseas. Mzst scientists agree thatthese events are caused byglobal warming and thatthe world leaders need to plan
and reduce carbon emissions into the atmosphere to zero.
- overseas countries are developing renewable industries thus replacing the fossil fuel industry by phasing out coal mining and not opening nor
operating any new coal seam gas wells.
-Vvhitehaven is pleading guiltyto stealing over 1 billion litres of water from tvNules Creek Mne in Boggabri over a 3 year period during one of the
worst droughts in history.
- how unethical is this behauour in the communitywhich Wiiteha'en claims to support
- who, how and when was it discussed, decided and planned to steal and misappropriate the water which is designated for the whole community
and environment and not just for the mine's extraction of coal.
- who checks that the conditions under which the licence was granted, are being followed
this shows that anymining companyneeds careful scrutinyand super'Asion at all stages of the development
- anyconcerns raised bythe communityabout unlawful practices must be investigated immediately by an independent authority.
- why is it that the community/s accusations are not believed and that the mining corporation has to be taken to court
- whyis the mining corporation allowed to use these delaying tactics and add to the financial cost for the community
- this shows that the communitywas justified in voicing its lack of trust with the mining corporation.
- what compensation will Vvhitehaven be committed to payto all affected parties

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

14/08/20218:09:23 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 08:09
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Judy
Last name
Deighton
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2796
Submission
It is unthinkable that the government continues to pursue coal mining anywhere yetalone in a sensitive, natural and beautiful area such as this.
With aboriginal significance, wildlife habitat, stretching clear creek waterways, natural forest vegetation, just to name a few, it should be preserved
without doubt. It should never be destroyed by mining ... a disaster which would also contribute to the ever growing catastrophe that is climate
change, devastating the whole world.
DO NOT b1NE THIS /REA... NOR ANYOTHER. NOBODY WANTS IT EXCEPTAGREEDY, POWER HUNGRY INDUSTRY/WD GOERNFENT.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 14/08/2021 7:27:43 AM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtail box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 07:27
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Stacy
Last name
Wake
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
2750
Submission
I hase concerns on many levels about this proposed coal project and cannot comprehend whys gceemment would consider a coal project when
the science of man made dimate change is irrefutable and the e/dence of it is so oknious.
My objection is for all of the logical reasons that are well established and known, the impactto air, water, biodisersity, and the knock on effects of
their impact outside of the region, but I object on another level also.
There is no need for more coal mining, there are sustainable energy sources that can be used. There should be more gosernment inAestment and
further research into non fossil fuel energy and not more coal mines. If the government showed leadership in regard to sustainable energy
production and businesses; that would signal business and there would be further positi'e knock on effect to sustainable energy solutions.
The other level is risk to the future of the planet as a whole, een if you think this coal mine won't impact, which itwill, and Australia is so small in
the scheme of this things that this mine does not matter. It is the combined impact of all of the poor decisions made by man in regard to the
ensironmentthat is the risk and it is not modelled or known, but the impact is being felt as we speak.
Just think of the most obsious and well known impacts in Australia in the last few Wars, the fres of 2019 and the heartbreaking loss of so many
animals, the burning koalas ,the mass fish kills in the manyriwrs, the loss of water downstream from mans inteRention, the bleaching of the reef,
the animal extinctions and flora loss, the deceased insect populations, the floods, the stranding of rare sawtooth fish in dried river beds, the loss of
so many habitat/ hollow bearing trees to the fires, the death of millions of sea creatures from plastic.
As we Speak, Europe and Siberia are on fire, doesn't that tell you something, it would be absolutely irresponsible in the extreme to the future of the
planet and mankind to allow this.
The people who benefit are mine owners, the rich, the workers and others who may have benefited from the work and the hung coming from coal
can benefit from sustainable solutions that can be used instead. They would be better off in every way especiallythe communities health. Non coal
en'Aronmentallysustainable employment will replace coal and keep communities employed.
rdbldng a decision thatwill benefit a few rich people that will impact so negatiwlyon the en'Aronment and people in such a big waycan onlybe
described as wrong on eserylewl.
It is normal for a business to do a SWOT analysis, is the combined impact ofenuronmental pressures left out of the Governments SvlfijTanalysis
when looking at future proposals. This is seryfawed and dangerously irresponsible to the future of the en'Aronment and people
Across the world combined governmental bodies, business enterprises, insurance bodies agree thatthere is no place for coal mining in the future,
banks hew even stopped lending to them, whywould the NSWgovernment even consider a proposal.
It also worries me thatthe time to comment on this seemed veryshort and not serywell,publicised

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

14/08/2021 7:04:41 AM

To:
Cc:

;

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Sat, 14/08/2021 - 07:04
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town Postcode
&
B4ong NSW
Submission
Hi as a resident of B4ong valley and neighbouring town R4stone I am deeply disappointed that ha/ng osercome the decision to not go ahead with
the B4ong alley KEPCO mine that the government would propose new mining in our beautiful district. Their is a threat to the table water and to the
native en4ronment which should be protected for future generations. We border one of the largest national parks this project should not go ahead!!!
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 11:24:05 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 23:24
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ga'An
Last name
Imhof
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Lane Ccee 2066
Submission
The Gcwsrnment has not informed the community property There is no transparency in how the Gceemment will evaluate the submissions.
Coal exploration and mining disturbs, contaminates and destroys waterways. Springs and bores can disappear through mining drilling and
digging acti'ities The manycreeks and riers in the Growee, Lawson and Cudgegong catchments are at risk. The upper Cudgegong waterways
the ourtown's main water supply, and this also flows into ViAndamere Dam, impacting Midgee as mining uses wdraordinarydumes of water.
Wthoutwater, there is no agriculture, no communities, no tourism, no eceironment, nothing to fight bush fires with.
Coal mines operate at abo'e normal recommended noise leels all dayewryday. Trafficfrom trucks will increase and coal trains will run through
the towns. The dust and particulate matterfrom the mine and trucks/trains trceels for kilometres. Pollution is ine/table, e.g. the Hunter wlleyis now
one of the most polluted areas in Australia.
The community has worked wryhard to build a thrising tourism industry. Tourism has sustained, long-term impact; mining is short term. rvbnyof
the local businesses are incompatible with mining as tourists don't come to see coal mines. The landscape maychange irre'ersiblyif it is mined.
Significant Aboriginal sites including art and ceremonial sites are at risk. Ben if not mined directly, these can be damaged with subsidence.
The threat of coal exploration and mining creates uncertaintyfor people. This results in people leaAng, people no longer investing in the region,
and towns declining as people lose theirjobs. B4ong is the perfectexample. Veryfew, if anyjobs are created bynew mines Properties and
associated infrastructure are builtfor miners bytheir own people, not locals. Locals struggle to compete with high wages of miners which dh'es up
housing and other costs.
Farms would be lost with up to 32,700ha of land becoming coalmines. Farms and food sustain communities for much longerthan a coalmine.
Coal produces 2.42kg of carbon per kg of coal burnt. An underground mine also produces methane emissions.-The world is mcu/ng awayfrom
coal &Pustralia must encourage innoxation and renewable energy.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 10:48:18 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 22:48
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ronny
Last name
Zulaikha
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Woollahra 2025
Submission
Dear Sir/trbdam
Given the shocking progression of climate change as detailed in the recent 2021 IPCC report, it seems unthinkable that we are men contemplating
digging up more coal to burn.
I have read through the arguments from https://rstonecfc.com/submissions/ copied below and agree with them all.
Regards
Ronny

Please consider the following:
*

NSWgoernmenfs own net-zero goal
NSWgowrnment's 2021 Intergenerational reportforecasts decreased royalties from thermal coal as international demand falls, both globally
and from two of our major coal customers, Japan and South Korea.
*
The Reserve Bank of ustralia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more vable
*
The International EnergyPgency, celled for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas development
*
The G7 agreed to end government support for new coal power byend of 2021
*
World wide trend to move to sustainable energysources
The premise supporting the release of these areas undermines and contradicts more recent government policies.
*
It even contradicts its own strategic statement about the future of coal. 'Opening up the Hawkins and Rumker areas is diametrically opposed to
the stated intent of"giArig our coal-reliant communities time to adapt". This region is not reliant on coal. This reasoning is analogous to stating
drug rehabilitation is needed while introducing heroin to a community.'
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/20219:26:27 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtailbox<

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Extiibitions Wilbox

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 -21:26
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Ute
Last name
Foster
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Hurtstone Park NSW2193
Submission
It is absolutely unthinkable to allow anymore coal to be dug up from the ground.
Please read the report bythe Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change released this week. This is science telling us we have verylittle time left
to avert catastrophic consequences of global warming. Surelythe extreme weather events happening all over the globe now should conince
anbodyof the seriousness of our situation.
Forthe sake of our children and their children we need to stop burning fossil fuels now. Leave that coal in the ground. We can't afford to win our
planet so a few already rich people can get en richer.
In earnest
Ute Foster
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 13/08/2021 7:02:04 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 19:02
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Turramurra 2074
Submission
lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. My reason is listed below.
I regularly isitthe area on weekends and during holidays. \Aibllemi National Park is one of myfawurite holiday destinations which is extremely
close to the Hawkins Rumker area. All oftliis area has wry rich wildlife available.
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The enAronmental assessment also identified almost 7,000 hectares of potenfiallythreatened ecological communities, 22 threatened fauna
species and sixthreatened flora species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Cozs Creek are thoroughly unique and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact the wlue of the amazing World Heritage area
on our doorstep.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/20216:26:54 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 18:26
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Glebe
Submission
Submission for the Hawkins, Rumker, Ganguddy-Kelgoola Regions
Letter to
Your Preliminary regional issues assessment does not mention Ganguddy-Kelgoola But it is drawn and called out on the 'Coal mining release
and exclusion areas map'! Vidlynot, it's ob'Jous it's next in line and ifyxu are careless enough to release it, it will decimate our ainda
Val ley/Ganguddy tourism and the quiet enjoyment of all who lie and work in these areas. We are all entitled bylawto the quiet enjoyment of our
properties.
Pollution & OHS
- Dust
blasting noise pollution from the proposed mine itself and transport of coal byroad, conveyer or uncovered rail, heavy road haulage
through the basin and the towns of Kandos Lue and Rtilstone.
- Note these rail lines have also not been used commerciallyfor quite some time (30yrs) and citizens haw built new homes adjacent to the
disused rail line and IF these proposals e'entuate the occupants will suffer Significant noise and coal dust pollution from train carriages passing
through the towns of Lue Kandos and Rtitstone 2417, as will the houses in dose proimityto a considerable extent, theyshould be compensated.
- ma properly designed and planned industrial centre the transport corridors are located remotely as is the industrial deselopment, to the
residential areas, in this case theywill be right in the middle of the residential areas. Thanks!
- There is no over bridge at the Northern or Eastern Rlstone rail line crossings which would mean continuous unsafe interruption to all traffic due
to coal trains. This is the main route out of town, manycommuters and commercial traffic use this route. Imagine urgent traffic like Ambulance or
Fire and emergencywith no right of way. Ridiculous! I believe this to be illegal to take awayor reduce access to emergencysersces.
Existing High Impact Industry
- We have an misting Coal fired power station at Fvbunt Piper (60km5 south)
- We are also facing the possible approval of proposed open cut lead mine in Lue (20km5 west) which will release lead dust from the west
- We are also facing a Sydney rubbish incinerator at Wallerawang (65km5 South) down the road from Fvbunt Piper coal fired power station.
- We can see the resultant plumes of residual pollution from Fvbunt Piper Coal fired Power Station alreadywhen southern wind conditions prevail.
Ground water pollution, the entire area is a natural water course and even in drought it is still largely unaffected for drinking water supply, fire
fighting and farming. We don'twant it reduced and polluted at all bycoal mining.
Water Supply shortages, there has been a proposal to raise the dam wall at Ganguddyto avoid water shortages for the towns that relyon the
Cudgegong riser for clean drinking and irrigation water, Namely Rtilstone Kandos Midgee 'As water table and the supplyto agriculture reservoirs,
Wndamere and eventually Burrendong. Raising the wall will probably be supported by any mine application.
Flora and Fauna loss of habitat
Koalas, wombats, rare birds, regent honeyeater, parrots and kangaroos
The close proximity/border on Welemi state forest
Culture and tourism.
There are manyassociated problems with these areas being released for exploration and mining, raising the dam wall and supplying water to a
developing a coal mine, will result in significant loss of 60000 tir old Wradjuri Aboriginal artifacts and sites adjacent to the well known camping and
ecu resort are known as Ganguddy/Dunns swamp .
- The tourist and public amenityto Colonial Heritage working farms/stations, Dabee station, Ctinda station, and ecu/tourism, and some 32
surrounding farm staybusinesses will also be destroyed bya mine in this basin.
- Hawkins/Rumker & Dabee and ainda have cemeteries and grave sites from Colonial settlement and Aboriginal cistlizetions.
- Breakfast Creek and others will lose their income.
- Lue is a Heritage farming town.
- R4stone is a working heritage town, one of the earliest and important settlements in the central westwith manyoriginal Stone residential and
commercial inns and other buildings like churches and the regions first goal and courthouse
- Local tourism businesses that do currently support the local economywill suffer and manywill lose their businesses as who wants to holidayin a
mining town and rehabilitation never fixes this.
-

Farming
There are 41 High Qualitylocal beef, Lamb and feed businesses, and 25 olive and grape sentures including an olive press contractor and 6 Cellar
door wineries/olive groves with restaurants & B&B. These will be adversely affected.
Health and Social effects
Hospital & geriatric nursing locations 3 to 15 kms from mine exploration sites.
- Increased dust diseases locallyand in mine workers/staff.
(land 2 members of myfamilyare asthmatic)
- Increased siolence and bad behasior/bulling bymining staff drising loud utes.
This happens, you probablywouldn't have heard of this have you?
- Increased road fatalities due to worker and truck road numbers.
- Increased south mental health issues, suicide and druo crime due to social disolacement and housino shortaoe. Not eservsouno kid in town nets
-
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a cushyjob in the mine, but the children of itinerate mine workers do!
Economic benefits
It is seldom reported that towns in similar locations directly benefit substantially( despite all the big announcements) the esting local population
in anyway other than token, well advertised, insignificant grants by mining companies, which are used to garner support for their proposals.
Miners are increasingly becoming replaced in new mines by automation.
There are jobs created initiallyin the construction phase but after that Labour hire companies get the contract to supply temporary workers if and
when the miners don't have enough preferred contractors (theyfollowthe mining companies).
Minimal permanent jobs gain as miners are mainly specialist itinerate workers.
Towns become busier but they do not develop in a rounded balanced way, theyjust become 'coal towns'!
Have you ever heard of university being substantially funded by mining in any other discipline than geology!.
As far as indirect benefits, in this case the town of rvl.jdgee will gain the contracts for engineering fabrication, if any, byAirtue of esting accounts
with mines in Ulan and Wollar.
411 we will get is Noise and Dust and a res pi ratory disease nurse atthe hospital.
Property price increases and local citizens affordability
Ezerymine causes home shortages in the area and rental prices follow suit, in an already unaffordable inflated market short of supplyhow is this a
good idea.
What about mykids do theyface a future of working in a coal mine and purchasing a home in an unhealthy enAironment at an inflated price.
Australian and NSWeconomy
We are heailyreliant on China and Asia in general for our mqDort revenue, the last major downturn in coal prices, in 2014 produced the largest
dedine in Australia's terms of trade since 1959.
Banks insurance companies and others are more often than ever refusing to finance coal mines as theyare a high risk venture! The taxlaws in
Australia and globally are such that corporations can shift profits to tax havens & avoid pang income lazes despite their ventures being massizely
profitable.
China has a domestic reserve of coal in the Sobe desert so in the future regarding Australian coal theycan take it or leave it!
These new mines proposed could quite well fail.
ERRORS IN YOUR OWN DOCUIVENTATION
Your Preliminary regional issues assessment does not mention Ganguddy-Kelgoola. But it is drawn and called out on the 'Coal mining release
and exclusion areas map'! Why not, it's obvious it's ne4 in line and if you are careless enough to release it, it will decimate our ainda
VallefGanguddytourism and the quiet enjoyment of all who live and work in these areas.
The NSW Government's own strategic release plan Dated April 2021 shows we are within an area of 'No proactive release of land for coal
esploralion under the strategic Release Framework. New coal mqDloration can onlyoccur adjacent to an mdsting coal title'
rvNaning NO NEW COAL MINES UNLESS ADJACENT TO4N EXISTING MINE.
It's seems the inclusion of land to release for coal esploration in the HAWKINS, RUFvKER and GANGUDDY-KELGOOLA regions are therebya
rushed slight of hand or are illegal byour own legislation!
Ezeryother area shown as a potential area for Proactive release for coal e>ploration under the Strategic Release Framework, IS adjacent to an
enisting mine!
In condusion.
Would you accepts mine 5 kms from anysuburb in the Sydney basin.
Your proposed rubbish incinerator was rejected in the Sydney basin on health risks, now you want to push lion Wallerawang and us as you won't
lose that many votes! Well I reckon you may have underestimated the opposition!
Would Mjdgee accept a new coal mine 5 kms from their town? I think not
Their closest mines are 45 kms from town.
Futany lllawara proposals have all been rejected, why, in that case because of significant opposition by cashed up e4reme right wing radio
announcers with attitude casting a light on your seemingly clandestine proposals/activity.
Does Lue/R1stone or Kandos need a coal mine? NO WE DON'li
Develop the Coolar South and Giants creek regions and leave us alone. Theyare alreadyclose to coal mining towns, go have a look at them
sometime! You can take the opportunityto purchase some investment properties.
There are plenty of exsting coal mines in the central west and Hunter Valley regions and manyhaze gained their recent extension approvals, lets
leave it at that thanks
We don'twant your flthycoal hole wrecking our productive prime farming/tourism community.
I withhold my name and address for fear of retribution due to voicing opposition, by itinerate mine staff and by supporters of these proposals.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/20215:02:03 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 17:02
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisation

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Oinda
Submission
I am writing to vehemently oppose the proposal of the Hawkins and Rumker regions being opened for coal wq:rioration and mining
When we bought our property in 2003, it was after the 'worst drought on record". Our main dam still had water. Our cattle were never thirsty. In the
drought that culminated in the bushfres in 2019, our dam still had water. The Rural Fire Service helicopters took bucket-loads from the dam to help
saw our property, as well as other local infrastructure. Our dam is fed from springs.
It is indisputable that coal mining effects the flow of local waterways, spnngs and aquifers. Our bore is also likelyto be effected.
Coal mining consumes appromately653 litres for each tonne of coal produced. The DPIE is estimating that over 900 rvtsgatonnes of coal are in
Hawkins and Rumker. 5ay20 million tonnes are mines each year, that is 13000 fvtsgalitres per year. Where will this come from? How will it effect
everyone else who uses the water? From local farms and residents, town water supplies, bushfre fighting capabilities, the fishermen, the aquatic
animals, local flora and fauna... whyare the short term interests of coal more important than everything else?
Our spring fed dam has suwiwd successive droughts. The forecast is for ever hotter and drier summers. W I I our dam continue to exist to proide
water for us, our stock and local wildlife? In the face of extreme drought will it still suriw? Will there be anything left to help fight bushflres9 These
are important questions we have already been asking and planning for. To add the extreme water usage of coal mines into this equation makes for
a simpler answer: "Highly unlikely'. Vlilth massive water use bycoal mining, subsidence from mining, cracking the substrate and lowering water
tables, it is certain the impact on us and local areas will be significant It is likelythe impact of coal mining will make our business, and many
others, untenable Our businesses and the local area will bring wealth to the area for many generations. The NSWgowrnment projects a short
time frame for coal mining. Why destroy this area in the short term at the eense of present and future generations?
Of course it is not just our dam that could be irreversibly impacted, it's the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla.
Mning across the Rumker area will interwptflows to the Ryistone Dam catchment area. Downstream of Ry/stone Dam is Wndamere Dam, which
supplies Fvt.idgee's town water.
The proposal at Byiong was ultimately dismissed as it's "groundwater impacts would be unacceptable". Hawkins and Rumker share some of the
same catchments. There is no long-term strategyorision behind this proposal.
Not only is the water usage an issue Coal companies promise to mitigate the waste water discharge, however, there will always be some sort of
pollution of groundwater and waterways through seepage. There are too many examples of coal tailings waste material polluting creeks and
watercourses to believe it wouldn't happen in Hawkins and Rumker.
Due to the decreasing economic mabilityofcoal mining and the length of time needed from exploration to production, it is highly unlikelyto ever
produce a dollar of royalties forthe NSWgowrnment, yetwill cost much in the wayof uncertainty, mental health and community resilience for local
landholders and residents.
To introduce the destructive potential of coal mining to the head of the catchment is an apt metaphorforthis whole proposal.. all this government
sees is coal, nothing downstream, notthe climate impacts, not the destruction of community, the loss of water, the impact on agricultural land, the
biodiwrsityloss.
This misuse and loss of water resources alone is more than enough to stop this proposal at this stage. There is no wayto avoid the realitythat
opening Hawkins and Rumkerfor exploration (and it's onlybeing explored so it can then be mined) will destroy, pollute and overuse local water
resources. These will have unseen, long-term and irreversible effects.
Please stop this proposal now. There is too much to lose.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/20214:56:42 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 16:56
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Normanhurst 2076
Submission
Normanhurst 2076
13 August 2021

Parramatta N5W2124
Re the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
As we face the exploding risks of global climate change and the future move awayfrom the use of fossil fuels, it is simplyinane to consider
granting further rights in this area to mine more coal.
I therefore oppose anycoal exploration and mining of coal in the identified Hawkins Rumker coal exploration area.
Unless we leaw this coal where it is - in the ground, its continued use will exacerbate global warming leading to loss of species, more bush fires,
adverse weather events, and more frequent and severe droughts.
In addition, the impacts on the local enronment and people will be massive.
DO NOT GRANT ANY EWLORATION OR MINING LICENCE OVER THIS AREA
I wish my name to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: Yes / No
Yours sincerely,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From: n
Sent: 13/08/20214:49:02 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 16:49
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisalion

Name
First name
Robin
Last name
Alan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Mjllumbimby
Submission
I am strongly opposed to the opening of new coal mines anywhere near National Park boundaries and on the grounds of their known impact on
climate change.
I cannotfathom how the state government sets a zero co2 emissions target of 2050 and et is considering further fossil fuel projects.
EarthScape Consulting have identified a 'erylarge number ofboriginal Heritage sites, 22 fauna and 6 fora species on the ectensie 327 square
kilometre area of the Hawkins/ Rumker site. Almost a quarter of this total includes potentially threatened ecological communities.
I haw 'Asited the Ganguddycamping area with mygranddaughter and am aware of the ex!raordi nary natural beauty, and tourist values of the area.
Coal has "a finite lifespan as an energysource" and is fast becoming uneconomic.
lam writing this submission on behalf of myorganisation, Mndfulness in Education. Mywork is with students in primaryschools. These children,
currenfyaged 6-12 will be voting in 6-12 sears. None of them wants to work in a coal mine. Al of them are veryconcerned about climate change.
Al of them knowthe importance of reducing fossil fuel emissions immediately, and of preseruing our natural habitats.
Yours sincerely,
Robin Alan

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/20214:32:00 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvNil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 16:32
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Geoffrey
Last name
Bricknell
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
3140
Submission
Submission:
ONLYthe pol itical ly corrupt or the ensironmental fossil fuel industry corporate terrorists are dri'Ang this particular bus over our collective diff.
BURNING FOSSIL FUELS IS BURNING OUR COLLECTIVE FUTURE... this behaMour is appalling greed dnven insanity.
STOP BURNING OUR FUTURE.
STOP BURNING OUR CHILDREN'S FUTURE.
STOP BURNING OUR ONE AND ONLY ENIRONFvENT.
When we kill our pIanetaryenronment all the money, wealth and political / corporate powerwill be WORTHLESS.
So... the real question is... Wiyare we all travelling this ine'Atable road???
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 13/08/20214:23:28 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 16:23
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Stephen
Last name
rubrris
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
lutagenta NSW 2261
Submission
I would like to ask a erysimple question:
Wiyis the government looking to allow coal exploration in the Hawkins Rumker area when according to the recent IPCC Report dimate change is
increasing rapidly and coal is the biggest single contributor to climate change?
Haven't you seen the estreme weather events now taking place around the world including unprecedented heatwaws and bushflres plus huge
cyclones and floods, never before experienced. The planet is not coping with what humans are doing toil and you want to do more?
Is this rational and logical?
Australia has the sun, wind and most importantlythe huge land mass to be a major supplier of green energyto the world through solar and wind
farms with batterybackup. Electricity generated from these farms can be used to make liquid hydrogen and ammonia for export.
\A'e should be leading the world not going backwards into the dark ages. Coal was wryimporlant to drive the Industrial Revolution but has had its
day Green energyis now cheaperthan coal so whydo you wantto take Australia backwards, not to mention the harm this will do to the
environment.
We have a responsibilityto lead the world nottake it backwards. Forthe sake of our children you must stop this madness.
Stephen bbrris
B. Comm Economics UNSW
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 13/08/20213:43:33 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 15:43
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Shape
Last name
Collier
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Sydney
Submission
Hi
I dont understand whythe government is still considering coal exploration anywhere in the state.
It breaks myheart that politicians continue to put convenience and possiblytheir own personal career motives above the preservation of whafs left
of our unique natural ecaironment
The proposed exploration of the Hawkins Rumker'coal release area' is a despicable move from a gowrnmentthat lacks vision and bravery.
\Miycan't wejust leave the land as it is? Wnydo we have to go in and build/dewlop roads tunnels bridges housing developments, Chop down or
dig up everything in sight?
Be brave and say'no' to this proposal. You might be surprised at how good it will make you feel to know that you have taken a stand for the
environment, for future generations and the sur'4al of our planet
Regards,
Shape Collier

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 13/08/20213:37:05 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 15:37
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Joseph
Last name
Castley
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Marmon
Submission
lam shocked bythe report that there is serious interest in opening up the Hawkins and Rumker area in NSW for coal exploration licences. Gen
the state of the planet 'is-a-is atmospheric temperatures and what we are experiencing with di mate induced disasters it is absol utely i nsane to
be considering new coal mining projects. Please do not approve this dangerous project.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/20213:16:27 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment kibil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 15:16
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
John
Last name
Ede
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Cedar Brush Creek 2259
Submission
I understand that the State Government is proposing further exploration for coal in the Hawkins & Rumker region north east of Rstone, with a mew
to gi'Jng approval for two new coal mines in the area. The Department of Planning is taking submissions from the communityabout this proposal
until 18 August and, as a long term resident of the region, I completely reject the proposal on the following grounds.....
The landscape, air and water quality, 'iticulture industry, farming land, land values and manyother qualilyof life issues have been profoundly
degraded by past and current mining practices in the HunterValley
The whole concept of opening new coal mines in NSWis absurd, given the changes that mining has already wrought on the state, and the
massive impact that mining and burning coal has on the development of climate change.
If coal from these two proposed mines is mined and burnt, it is an absolute climate time bomb! No new mines should be approved in NSWunder
anycircumstances.
Along with global dimate impacts, gigantic spoil heaps, damage to valuable farmland, polluted air and damaged infrastructure coal mining has
also had an incredible negative impact on the 'viticulture industryand tourism. Both of those industries haw a long and sustainable historyin the
Hunter for more that 150 tears.
It is critical thatthe HunterValley, and the planet, are given the opportunityto transition to a coal free future, and evolve as a healthyprimary
production, small innovative industryand tourism region.
Please ensure that no more coal mines are approved in NSW, and especiallyin the HunterValley.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/20213:08:52 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 15:08
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
john
Last name
darmody
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Clontarf
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124
John Darmody
ClontarfNSW2093
13 August 2021
Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. M>'reasons and/or how twill impact me are outlined below
lam a registered professional engineer, specialtang in water. One of mymajor concerns of this project is the impact that it will haw on regional
water resources. I knowthat this area is rich in natural springs and bores. I have worked on groundwater across NSWand have seen the results of
coal deelopmenton water in the area. Exploration and mining can have significant impacts on the water resources ofa local area. Drilling can
crack and drain underground aquifers. Once the water is gone, it is lost forewr.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiersityin waterways
The Rstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Ri'er feeds into the water supplies of
Ry4stone Dam and \Mndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rytatone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto Mdgee mayalso be negatielyimpacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with.
I also take issue with the Approvals Process. The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not
correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker area, and italso states there are no known Aboriginal objects ordeclared Aboriginal places in the area,
and no threatened fauna and fauna. One questions how the gowrnment can assure that any future exploration licenses would include "strict
environmental management conditions to protect native wgetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and communityaIues" , when their own
eIoration process couldn't get it right
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
Enironment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, howeser they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community cons ultations were ackertised for 29 and 30 July2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification pro/ded were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Rtitstone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. Why is it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receie their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in rdl.idgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to have consultation with a population of near1y3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Coernmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Go'ernment has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes pubIiclyaailabIe priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pro'iding frank and independent adAice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.
Finally, Australia and the world needs fewer coal mines, not more. The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to
decline in the long-term as renewable electridtygenerahon becomes more 'iable. In its Strategic Statement on Coal Bç1oration and Mning in
NSWreleased in June 2020, the NSWGo'emment describes one of its four actions is supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies
to assist with the phase-out ofthemial coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries haw followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to move awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This bear. the G7 has committed to end oublic suDoort for unabated coal oeneration bvend of 2021.
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The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current leels by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.
I wish my name to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
John Darmody. Chartered Professional Engineer

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 13/08/20212:58:03 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 14:58
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Jenny
Last name
Andrews
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
kanda
Submission
There ae many reasons why this this proposal bythe BSWgoemment is a bad idea, but chief among them is the urgent need to reduce carbon
diode emissions as quickly as we can.
The IPCC report should con4nce the gowrnmentto immediately cancel the plan.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/20212:53:29 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 14:53
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2850
Submission
lame Wradjuri woman, "naa" (Wradjuri language) -I was born on country, but mydad took us (our family) away We were the 'hidden
generation." We always lived out of town so we could see who was coming -out of fear. We were taken off country and told to never speak about
our heritage. So, I was an adult before I could admit, without the fear, that I was aboriginal and could come back to country. M>' auntywent to her
grave without ever admitting she was aboriginal because of the fear.
Now, I work in our community and help pass on our cultural traditions in both our own and the broader community. We tryto get people involved to
create greater understanding and to develop relationship to care for country. We are working to be approachable and build our community.
Mining doesn't help us, or me in this pursuit for all the following reasons (in no particular order)
I don't want them to destroythe lands
I don't want them to destroythe ancient sites and what's on the ground and around these ancient sites
I don't them to destroythe beautyof this place
If there is Rock-Art in the areas that are mined -these will be lost forever -they are irreplaceable
You can't replace country, you can't replace the scenery
What do the future generations have?
Vvhat do our young people (us aboriginal people) do, what do we have to share with them, how do we teach our culture when we have no place -or
country has been destroyed?
It will be destroying our wayof life -The countiywill not come back the same
People's livelihoods will be destroyed -what ARE theygoing to do?
Recreational areas will be gone -who wants to go to Ganguddyif you've got a mine going along beside with all the dust and noise
And then there's your health ...... they maycheck the miners health every couple of years, but theydon't consider the public health
Vvhat about all the trees? —the trees are ancient, just look at the girth of some of our trees .....and the grasses, the shrubs ......it's the whole
and it will be gone if a mine goes ahead
Al the animals are being pushed outof their habitat— how do theysursise? —we will lose animals -Or animals suffered enough with the drought
and the bushtires, and nowthis will be a bigger assault.
When it comes to rehabilitation, theydon't put back all the native grasses, the native trees -it's never a complete landscape. Its impossible to put
back trees that are decades and centuries old
Amine scape -it's not good - - it's a big hole in the ground -it looks like a moonscape -they can't put back the rock formations of our country—
theyare lost forever —they/se been blown up.
The Water is a big thing -there is NO guarantee that theywon't destroy it -theywill be taking awaythe natural tow of the water, destroying springs
creeks -it will be lost forever— Water is critical -especially in this country.
Health —the dust & noise and pollution -it's horrible. Mjswellbrook as example is terrible
The coal is in the ground for a reason -what is the reason that it's there for??
Al these minerals are in the ground for a reason.
The experts don't know whytheyare there
Countries that have mined all their minerals —theyare not doing so well
Al myfamilyhase been forced into mining -they need to buyhouses and raise families, their souls are tom to pieces -there were other industries
and jobs, but the mine took over those businesses .......So there's nowhere to go..... and it becomes unaffordable
This mine can't go ahead

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/20212:46:56 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtsil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 14:21
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Eliza beth
Last name
Honey
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
North Lambton NSW
Submission
lam opposed to the proposed Hawkins Rumker Coal Exploration for the following reasons:Loss of water - Wing disturbs, contaminates and destroys waterways. Wings uses huge amounts of water, which in a drying climate we can't
afford, lack of water means agriculture is harmed, the en'ironment is harmed and bushfres can't be fought Tourism is affected and communities
are destroyed.
Ar and noise pollution - Dust and particulate emissions from mining and associated trucks and trains are damaging commuities and causing
grave health problems i the Hunter. The noise levels are also above recommended levels all dayeveryday
Climate change - Coal produces 2.42k of carbon emissions per kilogram of coal burnt. Mning also produces methane which is even worse for the
climate than carbon. The latest IPCC report says that we must reduce fossil fuel use rapidly if we are to have a habitable planet in the future,
opening new mines is not consistent with these findings. Australia must focus on renewables and the jobs that are created bythem.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 1:34:43 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 13:34
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Camila
Last name
Cremonese
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Kensington 2033
Submission
C Cremonese submission _signed.docx
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 1:27:43 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvkiil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 13:27
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
John
Last name
Salmon
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
3690
Submission
Dear Team
As a fellow Australian concerned about the welfare of our children and mankind in general I wish to object STRONGLYto developing et another
coal mine.
The most recent IPCC makes it abundantly clear that carbon extraction must stop, this is not negotiable!
There are many better long term solutions too employing our folk that take planetary health into consideration, for instance renewable energy
projects.
Don't disappoint the majontyof Aistralians who are deeplyconcerned about Australia's rather poor efforts to date in addressing climate change
Yours sincerely
Dr John R Salmon FeB 95, FRNZCOG ret
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 1:05:30 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 13:05
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Joanne
Last name
Heathcote
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2785
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124

Joanne Heathcote 43o
Blackheath
13th August 2021
Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment
lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. M)Ireasons are outlined below.
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentises for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
En'Aronment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, howeAer they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
The community cons ultation meeting was a disgrace.
There is no transparency in how the CoAernmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The GoAernment has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes pubIiclyaailable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pro'iding frank and independent ad'ice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.
VVortdwide trend to move to sustainable energysources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more aable.
Australia exports a huge percentage of its coal overseas. The NSWgowrnment acknowledges the phase-out of thermal coal mining has to
happen. This War, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation byend of 2021.
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. There will be a ride in respiratoryand cardiac
conditions.
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Yours sincerely, Joanne Heathcote

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 12:52:32 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtsil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 12:52
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
John
Last name
Blair
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Cremome, 2090
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124

John Blair
Cremome,
N5W2090
Aug 13,2021

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam against the proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration for the reasons outlined below
i) Fossil fuel use is destroying our climate, making life difficultfor human beings bybringing greater and greater extremes of drought, food,
heatwaves and crippling fires. The IPCC report publicized in earlyPugust 2021 is a thoroughly validated document, contributed to by up 1030,000
scientists so wtiywould mygovemment (of NSW) ignore this and contemplate a verylarge new coal mine given its huge CO2 output as well as
smaller quantities of methane? Renewable energyis no longer the long term solution; it has to be increasinglythe short term answer;
H) Secondly, there is the water issue. This area is rich in natural springs and bores but exploration and especially mining can have major impacts
on the water resources of a local area, for example drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers and water, once it has gone is lostforever.
Let's applythe precautionary principle!
Hi) And then there are issues connected with biodiversity. We have lost more native flora and wildlife than anyother continent and mining will
continue this worrying trend. Do we care about losing native flora and wildlife? Apparently not but it gives us seraces - and theyare free! Wiydeal
another blow to our unique ecosystem heritage?
iv) Then, there are indigenous issues, issues for the local economy and health issues for local residents. The likelysocial and enironmental
impacts of this proposal are appalling. We are no long ling in the mid 20th century so let's applythe precautionary principle for once and pullout
of this disastrous proposal.
I wish my name lobe withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,

John Blair
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 12:42:24 PM

To:
Cc:

;

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 12:42
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:

Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Kensington, 2033
Submission

Parramatta N5W2124

Kensington NSW 2033

13 Aug 2021
Submission for the Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

I write to express mystrong opposition to NSWgceernment's proposed coal exploration of Hawkins Rumker.
lam 36 year old female IKing in Sdneyand haw been a regularisitor to the Hawkins Rumker region for the pastfiw hears. I tra'el to this area to
enjoytime awayfrom the cityand to immerse myself in a natural en'Aronment

I was devastated to hear the proposal for coal exploration in this region This is a prrmouslyuntouched enronment and to allow coal exploration to
proceed will dramatically change the landscape and cause lasting irreparable enironmentaI damage.
The NSWBioNet, for instance, has recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Region Council LGaIone. Allowing coal
exploration will mean waterways would be disturbed or destroyed and this would result in a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species. The
riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of Cous
Creek is thoroughly unique and would be under threat
lam deeplyskeptcal of anycoal miner's claims itwill be able to remediate the enironment A recently released reportfrom The Australia Institute
indicates remediation bonds are typically insufficient for enironmentaI rehabilitation.
Allowing mine exploration in this region would transform this beautiful area into an industrial wasteland. It is a decision that is enti rely amicable
giwn the declining global demand for thermal coal. Adecision to proceed would inflict great en'rronmentaI trauma with lithe economic benefit
In short, there is zero benefit for all insolwd, sae for the vested political interests of a few.

I urge the NSWgovernment to stop this coal exploration. We need bold action and courageous con'rcfion. The NSWgovernment has already
committed to net zero carbon emissions by2050. I implore you to allow your actions to reflect this commitment and to protectthe Hawkins Rumker
enaronment for future generations.
Yours sincerely,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 12:36:38 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtsil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Extiibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 12:36
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Les
Last name
Johnston
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Balmain 2041
Submission
I strongly object to the proposal to make the area of Hawkins Rumker and Ganguddy-Kelgoola open to exploration for coal extraction.
lam an en.ironmental professional and am Aeryconcerned about the effect of the proposed coal exploration because, if coal is found, the
en'Aronmental effects of that coal mining will be considerable atthe local, regional and international lewIs.
At the local lewl, coal mining will impact both surface and ground waters and cause a reduction in awilability. Coal mining causes considerable
water pollution and requires much water for washing of coal. The extraction of groundwater will impact awilabilityfor existing users including
farmers. It will also impact existing ecosystems including endangered species. This is not acceptable.
Coal mining also causes the release of methane into the local enstronment Nththane is known gas to cause global warming. There are no coal
mining operations which hew effectiwlyprevented methane emissions into the local atmosphere.
The transport ofcoal using open coal wagons generates a considerable amount ofdustwhich impacts residents liing adjacentto the railway
lines. Attempts to reduce the amount of coal dust have been largely unsuccessful.
The small amount of profit in coal mining causes coal exports to be heailyreliant on subsidies and use of infrastructure proided bythe taxpayers
of NSW. The actual financial return to the local community is almost negligible. Mile coal miners claim considerable benefits to the local
economy, there is actually wrylittle local employment required for highly mechanised mining actisities.
The impact of coal mining on indigenous heritage has been considerable from past experience. Coal mining in this area is likelyto see extensive
destruction to the numerous identified sites Coal mining has been shown to be unsyrnpetheticto the protection of indigenous heritage
Scope 3 emissions from the combustion of coal impact the one atmosphere of planet earth. Mile the coal mining diredfyimpacts local residents,
those residents are also impacted byglobal warming. This is because there has been no financially iable carbon capture and storage project at
this point of time.
For the above reasons, the proposed coal exploration must be rejected in its entirety.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 12:35:54 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Extiibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 12:35
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
tuNrtine
Last name
Holberton
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Northcote
Submission
lam shocked thatthe NSWGovemmentis considering anynew coal mines /expansion of coal exploration. How can the NSWGovemment
promote Renewable EnergyZones and emissions targets, while atthe same time consider extracting more fossil fuels? The IPCC Report dearly
states fiatwe MJSTtransition as quicklyas possible awayfrom fossil fuels. Yes, theymaystill be part of the mixduring the transition, but it has to
be a rapid transition, which means no new or expanded projects.
Mi objection is therefore based on both en/ronmentaI and political ideology The NSWGzvernmentcannot honestlypropose continued expansion
/exploration of fossil fuels while atthe same time promote its committmentto net zero by2050.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 12:20:59 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment kbilbox<

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 12:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Kenneth
Last name
Hocking
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
NORTH 11JRRAMJRRA
Submission
lam appalled atthe news thatthe State Coalition Gowrnment is ewn considering the further development ofthe coal industry in the State --and
this as a long -time Liberal toter.
There is lithe chance that these emails to you will haa much effect, especiallyfrom one in this blue-ribbon (for now) Liberal seat, so I will notwaste
wurtime, and mine byrepeating the arguments againstthe deselopment bymore powerful oices than mine.
Suffice itto saythat I FULLYsupport the points alreadymade by Dr Brad Smith and nature.org.au, (but apparently ignored) in their action and I will
be voicing myopinion where itjust maybe heard.
Please withdraw your and the Coalitions support for this disastrous development.
Sincerely,
K H Hocking (MI)
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 12:20:18 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 12:20
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Roger
Last name
Caffin
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
benilee 2159
Submission
Surely by now it is obsious that Climate Change is already happening, with disasterous results, all around the world.
Renewables energysources are coming on-stream at a great rate.
We simplydo not need new coal mines and we certainlydo NOTwant more CO2 being emitted, making the state of the world een worse.
lam sure the fossil fuel industryis howling attheir loss ofa future, just like the tobacco industrywas. But both have been killing people and
suppressing their own knowledge of the damage theyhave been doing.
ENOUGH!
We, the electors, want this stopped NOW.
Yours sincerely
Roger Caflin

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 11:52:03 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 -11:52
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Stewart
Last name
Wauchop
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
queenscliff 2096
Submission
Director Energyand Resource Policy,
Department of Planning, Industry and En'Aronment
Locked Bag 502
Parramatta N5W2124

Delete all te4 that is highlighted.
Full Name
Full address

Date

Submission forthe Hawkins Rumker Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment

lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. Myreasons and/or how itwill impact me are outlined below

lam )= Wars of age and hae been liing in /isiting the area for aoorryears.
You are welcome to draw on anyof the information you like, but please remember to change the wording a bit into your own words so that theydo
not consider this a 'form letter and giw it slow weighting. The references used are all available on our website if you would like to get more
information from them.

Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna One
questions how the go'ernment can assure that anyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict en'Aronmental management conditions to
protect nati'e vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community'alues" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentises for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
En'Aronment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were ackertised for 29 and 30 July2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification pro1ded were one-off adAertsements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the near1y3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Ry/stone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. vlthyis it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they recei'e their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community cons ultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in M.idgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to ha'e consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Ccrnmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRiAprocess The Gwnrnment has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyasailable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in prceiding frank and independent adsice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain ulnerabIe to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to move to sustainable energysources
The Reserse Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to decline in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more sable.
In its 5trateoic Statement on Coal E)sjloration and Mninci in NSW released in June 2020. the NSW Gosernment describes one of its four actions is
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supporting dirsification of coal-reliant regional economies to assist with the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia mqDorts 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to move awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This War, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energygency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.
Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Eploration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources ofa local area. Drilling can crack and drain underground aquiferslO, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost foreser
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiAersityin waterways.

The Rstone Dam catchment is in the proposed wploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and \lMndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rf stone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto Mdgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with
Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Con Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.
Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas coer approAmately32,000 ha of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that hase helped build the tourism industryin the region include sineysrds, olive groves, home studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks forewmple. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines prceide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mosfyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal eqJ0rt terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and wnyfew additional local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nextfie Wars, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAjstralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the eAsting businesses as people stop investing or move away— even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approved. This has already happened in nearby Ulan, Wollar and B4ong.
The cost of Iring, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines mow on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the veryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is already very poor and theyare not suited to increased or heaysload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto thdng anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and ibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heayearthmoing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through ourtowns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mnes can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, rAolence, seual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are alreadybeing felt as people wçerience anetyand stress aboutthe threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.
I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: No
Yours sincerely,
Stewart Wauchop
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 13/08/2021 11:33:28 AM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment kbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<e
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 -11:33
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Rebecca
Last name
Coghlan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2093
Submission
lam asking that you rethink any proposed mining in this region. We are in a world that is asking for us all to think more carefully to what we are
doing to the worlds enironment. Even if we aren't using the byproducts we are transferring them to other countries who will pollute our
en'Aronment
- One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies
Mnes haw a significant negative impact on the water resources of a local area.
- Even exploratory drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers. The supplyof water in creeks and rivers drastically decreases
- Once the water is gone, it is lost forever.
- Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiversityin waterways.
- Subsistence from exploration and mining can crack rock substrate and lower water tables.
- The Rytatone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong Ri ver feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and Wndamere Dam.
- The proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rytstone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mjdgee mayalso
be negatively impacted.
- This region recently came out of long drought. What will happen in our nel drought if there is a coal mine using so much of our water?
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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Sent:

13/08/2021 11:29:48 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 -11:29
Submitted by Anonymous
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Submission Type
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes
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2047
Submission

Parramatta N5W2124
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lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration. M>'reasons and/or how twill impactme are outlined below

lam aoyears of age and have been liing in /isiting the area for aoowyears.
You are welcome to draw on anyof the information you like, but please remember to change the wording a bit into your own words so that theydo
not considerthis a 'form letter' and gke ita lowweighting. The references used are all a'wilable on ourwebsite if you would like to get more
information from them.

Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REFthatthe Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna. One
questions how the government can assure that anyfuture exploration licenses would include "strict en'ironmentaI management conditions to
protect nati'e wgetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community'wlues" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentives for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations thatthere should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
Enironment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, howeAer they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification proided were one-off ad'ertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the nearly3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Ryistone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. \flthyis it that these people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receiw their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in rdUdgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to ha'e consultation with a population of near1y3000 people?
There is no transparency in how the Onernment will weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess. The Go'wrnment has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes pubIiclyaailable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in pro'rding frank and independent adAice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Vi/orldwide trend to moe to sustainable energysources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricitygeneration
becomes more aable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Wing in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Gowrnment describes one of its four actions is
supporting dhemsification of coal-reliant regional economies to assistwith the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries haw followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to move awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal.
This bear. the G7 has committed to end oublic suDoort for unabated coal oeneration bvend of 2021.
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The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by 2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.
Water
One of the greatest threats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Eçloration and mining can
have significant impacts on the water resources of local area Drilling can crack and drain underground aquifers 10, 11. Once the water is gone, it
is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodkersityin waterways.
The Rstone Dam catchment is in the proposed mçloration areas. The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and Wndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to rukidgee may also be negatrelyimpacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushfires with
Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along Reedy Creek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coe Creek is thoroughly uniquel6 and would be under threat.
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negati vely impact on the 'value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.
Aboriginal Heritage
There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have alreadybeen destroyed bymining and our laws are inadequate to protectthese sites
Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover appromately32,000 ha of land and would
directlyaffect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug uporleftfallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industryin the region include vineyards, olive groves, horse studs, beef and sheep
farms, ecu-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, softfurnishings and knick-knacks forexample. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines provide a f ow of resenue to governments and their (mosfyforeign) owners, however, the f ow onto local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal eort terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfewaddibonal local jobs are created. Like manyindustries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the ned fie years, mining is predicted to createjust 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofkistralia.
Justthe threatof new mines being developed decimates manyof the existing businesses as people stop investing or move away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get appro'ed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Weller and Bytong.
The cost oflising, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines mow on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase. This is the seryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.
Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiratoryand cardiac conditions in NSW.
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaysehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mine workers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is already very poor and theyare not suited to increased or heaWload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto f sing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and vbration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmosing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks running through ourtowns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, volence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience ansietyand stress about the threat to their regi0n28 and economic stability.

I wish myname to be withheld from the PRlAsubmission site: Yes / No

Yours sincerely,

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 11:09:27 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment dbilbox

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 -11:09
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Marcus
Last name
Cremonese
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Ryistone 2849
Submission
MCremonese Submission.jpeg
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 10:46:30 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 10:46
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2065
Submission
We don't need more coal mines in NSW, I'd like to see the money going into renewables, both infrastructure to replace our aging power supply
network, and research and development of newer technologies to push NSW into the forefront of the sustainable market. Mnes in such dose
proximityto a national park, espedallywith such rare and endemic species that need to be preserved and protected, should not be allowed to go
ahead either. Mnes are the easyway, using old technologies and damaging the environment, you need to be leading us towards a green and
sustainable future.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 13/08/20219:06:31 AM
To:
Cc:
;
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 09:06
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown Postcode
&
lvhrrick'.dle
Submission
Think of the koalas, think of the potential lass of carbon absorption /release. Given the recent IPCC reportthis week, I think its time to take a
serious reaction to the future were going to li'e in. Their is no going backfrom 2 degrees....
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 13/08/20218:53:51 I'M
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvfuil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 08:53
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Patrick
Last name
Sloan
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Skennars Head 2478
Submission
Attention: Director Energy and Resources Policy
Re: Hawkins and Rumker areas Coal Exploration
The lntergoemmental Panel on Climate Change has this week released its latest report with the findings indicating thatwe are nearlyout of time
to prevent catastrophic climate change. Findings indicate that anyfurther fossil fuel estraction would hate horriblydetrimental impacts to current
and future generations and would do irre'ersible damage to the natural systems of life supportwe (humanity) relyon.
Pnyfurther release of land for coal exploration would be in direct contradiction to the NSW Governments duty of care to protect its citizens and
ensure their welfare. I am shocked and deeply disturbed that this is under consideration given our current understanding of anthropogenic climate
change.
As resources such as coal belong to the state (i.e. the citizens of NSV\) it is in the ery best interest of the citizens of NSW that these resources
which contribute to catastrophic climate change remain in the ground. The NSWGo'ernment must act in the best interest of the people they
represent and mandate that all fossil fuels contributing to climate change, other than that immediately required for our zero emissions transition,
are to remain in the ground where theycannot do harm to the citizens of NSWor to our precious en'ironment.
Given the state that our climate is in and the impacts of fossil fuel it is ridiculous thatthe NSW Ccernmentwould consider opening anyfurther land
up to coal exploration. I urge you to act on behalf of and with consideration to the citizens of NSWand decide not to allow the proposed areas to be
opened up for coal exploration. This is the onlylogical course of action should the NSWgoAernment be committed to the safetyand prosperityof
the people of NSW.
The science is clear on this and to act in anyway other that to keep fossil fuels in the ground would be highly reckless, narrow and short sighted,
and deeply irresponsible.
Regards,
Patrick Sloan
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

13/08/2021 7:28:46 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Extiibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Fri, 13/08/2021 - 07:28
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Brendan
Last name
Coates
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Wollongong
Submission
I'm a father of fl'e (well 2 plus 3) and am worried about the expansion of coal in any capacity and it's impact on the future health of my children and
grandchildren and the en'Aronmentwe are caretaking for them.
Coal exploration ineitablyresults in coal mining, otherwise what's the point? So please don't allow exploration under the guise of we'll stop it from
happening later.., it's needs to stop at the first hurdle (or at least the next one)
Some reasons and supporting points as follows
NSWgovernment's own net-zero goal
NSWgoernment's 2021 Intergenerational reportforecasts decreased royalties from thermal coal as international demand falls, both globallyand
from two of our major coal customers, Japan and South Korea.
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricitygeneration
becomes more iable
The International EnergyPgency, called for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas development
The G7 agreed to end government support for new coal power by end of 2021
World wide trend to move to sustainable eriergysources
The premise supporting the release of these areas undermines and contradicts more recent government policies.
It even contradicts its own strategic statement about the future of coal. 'ening up the Hawkins and Rumker areas is diametrically opposed to the
stated intent of"gising our coal-reliant communities time to adapt". This region is not reliant on coal. This reasoning is analogous to stating drug
rehabilitation is needed while introducing heroin to a community.'
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

12/08/20219:38:47 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtuilbox

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021-21:38
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Toby
Last name
Lodewijks
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Artie beach, 4802
Submission
Hello,
rub, Name is Toby. I was Raised In Rytstone and attended Kandos high school, I graduated in 2013 and was lucky enough to be elected as school
captain in myfinal year. This opened manydoors for me, leading to where I am now.
I have been fortunate enough to work on the Great Barrier Reef for a number ofears and be a part of multiple organisations that promote the
health and protection of the worlds largest marine park.
As part of these networks I have given numerous talks on climate change, Indigenous Cultural heritage, significance of native fora & fauna and the
effects of mining on the Great Barrier Reef.
I never thought until now that these topics would also be so incredibly relevant to my home town.
I have seen so many incredibly beautiful areas negatively impacted bymining During mychildhood in the central west, including the Bt4ong Valley,
HunterValleyand Vchllar.
ltwould be absolutelyheart breaking if a town like R4stone metthe samefate as those previously mentioned.
I don't think sacrificing the physical Landscape, water quality, native fauna, small town values and sites of indigenous significance is worth itfor
short term profitability for the NSW Government

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

12/08/20219:24:01 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtsilbox

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021-21:24
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam submitting on behalf of myorganisafion

Name
First name
Stephanie
Last name
Steenbuck
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2850
Submission
Writing on behalf of Pieter can Gentwineryand mneyard. We have been the quiet earners forthe mid western regional council, and have thus far
enjoyed the respectthatthe dustyearth revenging mining work has been outside of the visual allure of the stunning area we are so proud of.
lvlidgee has worked hard for accolades in the top 10 pleases to visit in the world. The hunter valleynewr earned that, and it's because of the
isually destructive mining that has no care forthe long term prosperityfor regional countrytowns beyond its own financial gain. Ge our slow
economya chance and don't destroyour region with fast cash to the detdment of the hard working backbone who will be here long after a mining
companythat's not even owned bya Mjdgee business. Do the rightthing byour community.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

12/08/20219:05:23 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtsilbox

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021-21:05
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Tracey
Last name
Lloyd
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Toronto 2283
Submission
I'm an aid bushwalker and outdoor explorer, and am also inolsed in the emergency sereces. In the black summerfires, I experienced first hand
the destruction of our natural bush and forests, which induded some of the VVollemi National Park.
lam opposed to the Hawkins and Rumker areas being opened for coal exploration. This is a precursor to coal mining and needs to be stopped.
The exploration may have detrimental effects to water tables and aquifers, and
the proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Rytatone, Kandos, Charbon and Clandulla; water flow to Mdgee may also
be negatiwly impacted.
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species communities which could be lost NSW BioNet as well as endangered ecological has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites. Underground mines must bring the coal to the
surface. The Hunter Val ley is now considered a pollution 'hots pot'. It has some of the highest rates for and cardiac conditions in NSW.
Based on the recent IPCC findings and the NSW governments own commitment to net 0 carbon emissions by 2050, we shouldn't create an even
stepper hill to climb, and appro'ing this coal mine exploration will only make achiceing this target harder. We should instead focus on our clean
energy trans ition and encourage investment elsewhere.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

12/08/20218:53:46 PM

To:
Cc:

;

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021 - 20:53
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

Iwould like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Mjdgee 2850
Submission
This is wrong. No wayshould this land be exposed to mining. We\e destroyed enough land in this State already
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

12/08/20218:02:15 PM

To:
Cc:

;

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021 - 20:02
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburbiTown & Postcode
2010
Submission
Dear team,
Following the release new IPCC report it is e'ident that allowing for new coal site will
(1) be likely unprofitable long-term (there is no future for the coal industry),
(2) pollute ensironrnent, exacerbate climate crisis, and put in danger health and future of Pustralians, and
(3) is highly unethical as you know of the dangers of such projects.
Therefore, please rejecting the application for coal exploration.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 12/08/2021 7:18:05 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021 - 19:18
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Clinda, 2849
Submission
As a local landholder, lam writing to express mycomplete opposition to the proposed coal exploration in the Hawkins and Rumker areas. As a
global landholder lam also expressing myabsolute opposition to the proposed coal exploration in the Hawkins and Rumker areas.
This opposition in this submission is solelybased on the amount of green house emissions this project would release
According to the DPIE, there are an estimated 910 million tonnes of coal in the Hawkins and Rumker areas. The wctraction, transport and burning
of this amountof coal would add a massive amount of CO2 into a world that is aireadyreeling from unchecked carbon emissions.
The NSWSowrnment accepts the science of climate change and supports the Paris Agreement
The NSWCcernment has seta net-zero goal by2050, stating theyare committed to taking decisive and responsible action on climate change".
Opening more coal mines in a productive agricultural valleythathas not before been subjected to mining is a contradiction to these policies. There
no otherwayto seethe impact of allowing this proposal than the wilful and conscious choice to create more carbon emissions.
There is no rationale to allow this proposal to go ahead. It is a contradiction of the NSWGovernments' own policies.
The economic argument for more coal mines is also weak
The NSWTreasury released the Inter-generational report that forecasts decreasing coal royalties as global demand decreases. Theyconcluded
that "global demand for coal is expected to weaken considerably', further noting that "Declining global demand for coal will reduce New South
Wales' economic growth over the projection period and will have impacts both on employment and the fiscal outlook."
In the last months:
- The International EnergyPgency, called for an immediate ban on new oil, coal and gas
development
- The G7 agreed to end new government support for coal power byend of 2021
- Japan, Australia's largest thermal coal export destination, has pledged to achieve net zero carbon emissions by2050. This will mean a drop of
46% of their use of coal.
- South Korea, another major importer of our thermal coal, has also pledged net zero by2050. Theywill be reducing thermal coal consumption by
around 19 million tonnes per annum.
- China, once our second biggest coal importer, has a clear plan to become self-sufficient for thermal coal. China is increasing domestic coal
production and rail capacitywith the intention of replacing imports.
- The recent IPCC report states unequivecallythat humans are responsible for the observed warming of the atmosphere, lands and oceans. It has
been called abode red for humanity. From U.N. Secretary General Antonio Guterres: This report must sound a death knell for coal and fossil fuels,
before they destroyour planet"
The world is turning it's back on coal. This has onlyaccelerated both locallyand globallysince the "Future of Coal Statement" was released in
2020. The premise for this "Future of Coal" is no longer valid and is increasinglyout of step with current trends to tackle climate change and to be
part of the global community.
To adhere to the NSWGovernments net zero pledge, to address the accelerating causes and impacts of chmate change, there is no salid
argument to open Hawkins and Rumker for coal exploration and mining. Please stop this here and now. Do not recommend proceeding with this
proposal.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From: no
Sent:

12/08/20214:01:28 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021 - 16:01
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Otis
Last name
Budan Hodge
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Newotnw 2042
Submission
12.08.2021

lam 24 years of age and have been visiting the area with myfami1y20 years
lam writing this to express that Fm againstthe proposed Hawkin Rumker coal project. It saddens me deeply that with all the information we know
about the rapid pace of climate change we are going against the current and want to start up new projects like this that will ewcrate the irrewrsible
damage to our planet, whilst also destroying an area of NSWthatis fairly untouched and rudremelybeautiful. Wth Co'Ad-19 halting international
trawl and tourism we are left to explore our backyard when not in lock down. NSW has to offer some of the most beautiful countryside to offer and
people want to experience it

Issues with the PRlAProcess
The Hawkins Rumker REF that the Government prepared is fundamentally flawed. The area does not correctly represent the Hawkins Rumker
area, and it also states there are no known Aboriginal objects or declared Aboriginal places in the area, and no threatened fauna and fauna One
questions how the government can assure that anyfliture exploration licenses would include "strict en'ironmentaI management conditions to
protect native vegetation, fauna, land, water resources, heritage and community values" ,when their own exploration process couldn't get it right.
The Independent Commission Against Corruption Report, Reducing the opportunities and incentiws for corruption in the state's management of
coal resources 2013, included recommendations that there should be community consultation. The Department of Planning, Industryand
Environment has been aware of the potential coal release areas in Hawkins and Rumker for a year, however they only issued notices for
community consultation in June 2021.
Community consultations were advertised for 29 and 30 July2021, yet the portal for online submissions opened two weeks before this on 14 June
2021. The onlypeople in the region who were notified were landowners who properties fell within the boundaries of the exploration zones. Apart
from this, the onlyother notification proded were one-off advertisements in a few newspapers. This is not notifying the near1y3000 residents in
surrounding areas on Ryistone, Kandos, Charbon, Clandulla, Lue, Dabbe, Oinda and Kelgoola. vlmyis it thatthese people would not be notified of
potential new coal release areas when they receive their water from the potential release areas, and the coal would be transported through these
areas?
The community consultation meeting were capped atfour groups of 50 people, with one of these to be held in btidgee. How could this possiblybe
a real attempt to have consultation with a population of nearly3000 people?
There is no transparencyin how the Onwrnmentwill weight and evaluate the submissions during the PRlAprocess The Government has not
agreed to make the report on the PRlAoutcomes publiclyawilable priorto its submission to Cabinet. This is also contraryto the Independent
Commission Against Corruption findings, which highlighted the role of public officials in proAlding frank and independent advice to a minister and
noted that public officials continue to remain vulnerable to potential demands to change recommendations to align with a minister's wishes.

Worldwide trend to mow to sustainable energysources
The Reserve Bank of Australia anticipates international thermal coal demand to dedine in the long-term as renewable electricity generation
becomes more aable.
In its Strategic Statement on Coal Exploration and Mning in NSW released in June 2020, the NSW Gowrnment describes one of its four actions is
supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional economies to assistwith the phase-out of thermal coal mining
Australia exports 75 percent of its coal to Japan, South Korea and China. These countries have followed other countries in a worldwide trend and
committed to mow awayfrom fossil fuels, which will result in decreased demand for coal
This year, the G7 has committed to end public support for unabated coal generation by end of 2021.
The International Energy Agency Roadmap for the global energy sector states the world's coal will decline to just one fifth of current levels by2040,
and to one tenth by 2050.

Water
One of the greatestthreats is to our region's precious water supplies. This area is rich in natural springs and bores. Exploration and mining can
have sionificant imDacts on the water resources of a local area Drillino can crack and drain underoround aouifersl0. 11. Once the water is none, it
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is lost forever.
Open cut and underground coal mines have caused water contamination and have destroyed biodiAersityin waterways.
The Rstone Dam catchment is in the proposed exploration areas The upper catchment of the Cudgegong River feeds into the water supplies of
Ryistone Dam and \Mndamere Dam. The Hawkins Rumker proposed release areas threaten the water supplyfor the towns of Ryistone, Kandos,
Charbon and Clandulla; waterfowto tvlidgee mayalso be negatively impacted.
Wthout water, there is no life. There are no communities. There is no agriculture, no tourism, nothing to fight bushf res with.

Flora and Fauna
There are a lot of endangered flora and fauna species as well as endangered ecological communities which could be lost NSW BioNet has
recorded 293 threatened or endangered species in the Md-Western Regional Council LGA
Waterways would be disturbed or destroyed, and this would lead to a loss offish habitat and threatened fish species.
The riparian meadows along ReedyCreek and Breakfast Creek16 could be lost The Swamp Grassland and Sphagnum Bog in the central part of
Coss Creek is thoroughly uniquelfi and would be under threat
Mines would transform our beautiful area into an unsightly, industrialised one and negatively impact on the value of the amazing World Heritage
area on our doorstep.

Aboriginal Heritage

There are a significant number of Aboriginal heritage sites within the areas, including art and ceremonial sites, that are at risk. We have a dutyas a
nation to protect these sites.
Significant sites have already been destroyed by mining and our laws are inadequate to protect thesesites

Impact on current local economy
Large areas would become coal mines. The proposed Hawkins Rumker coal release areas cover approsimately32,000 he of land and would
directly affect 180 landholders. There will be a loss of agricultural lands, farms would disappear or lose their water, and productive agricultural
lands would be dug up or left fallow.
The people in the region have built long-term sustainable economic stabilityfor this region. This revenue stays in the pockets of our local
businesses. Businesses that have helped build the tourism industry in the region include Aineysrds, olive groves, home studs, beef and sheep
farms, eco-tourism, short stay accommodation, restaurants, cafes, antique shops, soft furnishings and knick-knacks for example. These
businesses are incompatible with mining: tourists do not come to see coal mines.
Mines prceide a flow of revenue to governments and their (mostlyforeign) owners, however, the flow on to local businesses and local communities
is generally not seen. The Hunter in the biggest coal export terminal, yet they only contribute to two percent (2%) of State Revenue; the rest goes
overseas.
Mining is a specialist industry. People with the skills tend to follow the mines and veryfewadditional local jobs are created. Like many industries,
mining is becoming more automated, requiring fewer people. Over the nestflAe years, mining is predicted to create just 0.4 percent of new jobs
across all ofAjstralia.
Just the threat of new mines being developed decimates manyof the misting businesses as people stop investing or mow away—even if the
mine ultimatelydoes not get approAed. This has alreadyhappened in nearbyUlan, Wollar and Bytong.
The cost of ling, especially housing, is often driven up to levels locals can no longer afford, as they cannot compete with the high wages miners
receive.
Local towns close once the mines move on as they no longer have the income from the mines theywere dependent on; and unemployment and
associated issues such as crime, increase This is the veryreason strategies such as transitioning communities dependent on coal mining in
NSWare required.

Social & health implications
Ar, water, soil and noise pollution, do not staywithin the boundaries of the coal mining sites.
The neighbouring Hunter Valleyis now a pollution 'hotspot' and has some of the highest rates for respiretoryand cardiac conditions in NSW
There would be a lot more traffic, including heaWehicles on our local and rural roads. Traffic incidents increase from mineworkers travelling to
and from work. The qualityof our roads is already very poor and theyare not suited to increased or heaysload traffic. Historically, mines in this
council area have been loath to put moneyinto fixing anytraffic issues created bytheir presence.
Noise and Aibration will dramatically increase with blasting, heaearthmceing equipment and machinery operating in the mines 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, and bycoal being transported out on trains and trucks sinning through ourtowns.
Trains and trucks are not covered and the coal dust and associated pollution from transporting the coal can travel for kilometres.
Mines can be associated with increased rates of alcohol and drug abuse, volence, sexual assaults, and other crimes in adjoining communities.
Health effects are already being felt as people experience ansietyand stress about the threat to their region and economic stability.

Otis Burian Hodge

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 12/08/20212:43:02 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021 - 14:43
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2074
Submission
Hawkins Rumker Proposed Coal Wing Exploration
Submission against the the proposed exploration
I oppose the opening up of the Hawkins Rumker area for coal mining exploration and coal mining.
The following are all reasons/evidence why Austral ian society has moved on and opening up areas for coal mining exploration or building new coal
mines is unacceptable to the NSWand Australian public, including me:
1. Coal mining is one of the majorwa,s Australia contributes to the release of Greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. It has been accepted byall
recognised scientific institutions that the release of greenhouse gases is leading to global warming and is alreadystarting to affect the climate not
justthrough warming but through major weather events such as fire, food and storms. The recent IPCC report released last week states this
unequivocally Australia has an obligation to the world to play its part in ending our contribution, particularlyin circumstances where the economics
of coal estraction are not in its favour. V'vfiile this maynot seem like a iocar issue, the recent severe weather events in NSWare indicative of the fact
thatthis is local. The 2019 bushfires are e'idence of this.
2. The NSWCcwrnmenfs 2021 Intergenerational reportforecasts decreasing royalties from thermal coal as international demand falls. This
includes from our major coal customers being Japan and South Korea. So whyare we building more mines if demand is falling?
3. The NSWGceernment has recognised thatthe community sentiment on carbon emissions has shifted and has set its own net-ro goal.
Opening up new areas for coal mining exploration is in contradiction to this.
4. The Federal Court has recentlyfound that the Government has a dutyof care to not cause Australia's young people harm or injuryfrom the
release of carbon dioxide into the Earth's atmosphere, and that this dutyof care had to be taken into account in decisions made in relation to the
estension of an existing coal mine (see
The common
law has moved on, which is refiecti'e of Australian societyha'ing moved on.
5. Major corporations and banks are dearlyindicating thatthe ground has shifted on demand for coal and have stated theywill be exiting coal
investments shortly- ie. bNcquarie Bank.
6. The G7 has agreed to end Government support for new coal power bythe end of 2021. Australia is at risk of becoming a pariah state.
The bottom line is the economics of coal no longer add up, as the above points indicate, and the Australian population is no longerwilling to allow
its most precious resource - the environment and its children - to be exploited further.
Putting aside these wider arguments, and focusing for a moment on the local communityof this region, the NSW Governments own position is that
coal-reliant communities such as the Hunter will be given time to adapt. The Hawkins Rumker region is not a coal-reliant community To have this
policy in respect of regions that are coal mining, and then put forward proposals to explore and build new coal mines elsewhere is absurd and
plain dumb.
I stronglyoppose anymining or wining exploration in this area.
Iagree to the above statement
Yes

1550

1573

From:
Sent:

12/08/2021 12:43:52 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvfuil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021 - 12:43
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Helen
Last name
Da'Aes
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
Newport
Submission
Dunns Ganguddy Rhalstone Coal mining is not wanted in this area.
This is a pristine water way and rare centuries old scenery to be 'valued. People 'visiting the area can enjoy i mmersi ng themseNes in this beautiful
clean soft drinkable water, picnicing and As tors come here from great distances. lam 79 sears of age from Newport 2106 NSW and experienced
the stand up paddle boarding last summer Others were canoeing or swimming. I can only compare this unique eneronmentto one I experienced
in New Zealand north island with water from melting snow coming off M Ruepahu into the lake where we swam and caught trout
Coal is becoming a commodity not supporting climate change..
PLEASE DONT DESTROYTUIS ENlRONrvENT FOR US AND FUTURE GENERATIONS..
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

12/08/2021 12:34:39 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021 - 12:34
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Blackwall 2256
Submission
lam wry strongly opposed to the NSWGowrnment's possible release of the Hawker and Rumkin areas for coal exploration and just cannot
understand whythe state gowrnment is even considering such an irresponsible action and despoiling et another beautittjl region.
Even more importantly, Climate Change across the globe is alreadywidespread, rapid and intensif4ng in ewryregion and across all climates The
recenilyreleased report bythe lntergowrnmental Panel on Climate Change states that unless there are immediate, rapid and large-scale
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, limiting warming to close on 1.5CC or even 2C will be beyond reach.
Opening up anymore potential coal reserses to possible mining would be to ignore the hugely enironmentallydamaging effects of such a mow.
Burning an enormous wlume of coal from yetanothercoal mine would produce incredibly detrimental wlumes of edra carbon dioxide to add to the
alreadyworrnglyand increasingly high volume of greenhouse gases the world is spewing out, and take the world closerto a very uncomfortable
future.
We in NSWand indeed anywhere in the world must focus immediatelyori replacing our current reliance on all fossil fuels, with their disastrous and
nowwell understood devastating impact on our warming climate, ratherthan adding yetanothersource of greenhousegases. This is not
something we can postpone anylonger ifwe are going to leaw a likeable world to our children and grandchildren. Areadythe south of ourworld is
clamouring for more serious climate action forthe world theywill inherit and have to like in.
It is almost criminal for our gowrnment lobe permitting companies to inwst in searching for more coal deposits when we should instead and only
be encouraging inwstment into researching and developing renewable energysources and businesses as fast as possible. Significant
gowrnment incentiws should be being offered to anyone willing to assist the country in steering awayfrom the climate change precipice we are
racing towards.
Wth the NSWCcwrnment adwrtising thattheyare hoping to achieve a 35% emissions reduction by2030 over 2005 levels, it does not make any
sense for them to be contemplating releasing another area for coal exploration and undoing all the climate good theyare hoping to achiew.
There is no future in coalAustralia and its pathetic attitude to climate change are making this wonderful countrya real pariah in the rest of the
world. We and countless other Australians are ashamed of the wayour gowrnments are treating the future of humanity.
Think again NSW Gwrnment. Consider the future of the world! Abandon this land release.

I agree to the above statement
Yes

1552

1575

From:
Sent: 12/08/20218:56:33 #M
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021 - 08:56
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Michael
Last name
Faulkner
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2450
Submission
With the release of the latest IPCC report in August 2021 it is ludicrous that there is an application to open up more land to mining fossil fuels. We
need to stop this madness now. No new coal mines at all, anywhere. This means no new prospecting for coal.
Recentythe courts determined Australian goAernments do haw a dutyof care to our children's future. Opening up such new areas for cola mining
is not showing a dutyofcare.
Regards from Mchael Faulkner
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

12/08/2021 7:40:15#M

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021 - 07:40
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Louise
Last name
,hhucd
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Reservoir 3073
Submission
I low trawlling to explore R1stone and the Midgee region in NSW. Howewrthere are significant problems with mining leases including the
destruction of Aboriginal heritage sites and the opening of new coal mines that di rectly affect the odds with the NSW State gowrnments net zero
emissions goals, and far out of step with G7 and other global emissions targets.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

12/08/20216:36:06 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Thu, 12/08/2021 - 06:36
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
FvNd(
Last name
Thomas
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown Postcode
&
2034
Submission
The factthatthe gowmment is ewn considering new coal mines is absolutelymind blowing, the ipcc report came out not 2 days ago with a wry
starkwarning that if we keep supporting new fossil fuel dewlopments that we are going to destroythe world and societyas we know it Good
economic planning. Then add the fact it's in a world heritage area or prettymuch adds the the sheer incompetence of decision making. \fVortd
heritage is there for our children and there children and the world should be too so no coal
Aid saw wild areas!
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

11/08/2021 11:29:31 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hbil box

Cc:
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Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 11/08/2021 - 23:29
Submitted by Anonymous
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Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
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Last name
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
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SuburblTown & Postcode
Eliza beth Bay
Submission
lam opposed to the proposed coal exploration of the Hawkins Rumker area. This is a precursorto coal mining, and must be stopped
Having been a regularisitor to this beautiful, pristine area for the past 15 sears, I'm shocked that it could be considered for coal exploration. The
area has abundant natural assets - water catchments, wildlife and farmland - that will be far more valuable to our country, in the long term, than
coal. Endangering these precious assets for a relatiwlyshort-term benefit - export dollars - is a graw mistake.
Loss of water- coal exploration contaminates and destroys waterways, awn causing springs and bores to disappear. Coal mining itself uses
eutiraordi nary amounts of water. How will local communities, farms and wildlife fare with diminished water? Can you real lyexpect theywill not be
impacted? And what about bushttres - will there be enough water to fight them, if coal mines are taking so much of this resource?
Endangerment of wildlife - manyendangered species will be threatened, including birds, fish and mammals. Disturbed waterways will lead to a
loss offish habitat and fish species. \Ailnerable bird species and declining woodland birds will be endangered. The release areas also contain a
large number of records of the critically endangered spotted-tail quoll, which relies on habitats with intact old-growth forest in orderto survive. Last
but not least, this is an area that supports ourtreasured national icon, the koala. After already enduring such a huge loss of our koala population
due to bushf res, we cannot consider spoiling anymore of their habitat
Farming - up to 32,700 ha of farmland could be lost to coal mines; farmland that sustains 'Aneyards, olive grows, beef cattle and sheep. With food
security now more important than ever, we need to protect this veluable land. We are entering a changing landscape of uncertain climate and
unreliable supply chains: please don't endanger our food bowl. Farms and food are more veluable to P&istralians than coal mines.
I believe that the Hawkins Rumker area is of great long-term and strategic velue to Australia, especial lygiven its proximity to Sydney, and should not
be tampered with for dubious short term gains.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

11/08/2021 10:51:00 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment tvtail box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 11/08/2021 - 22:51
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Fay
Last name
Walker
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Wollongong, 2500
Submission
Fay Walker,
Wollongong,
NSW2500

Director of Energy and Resources Policy
NSW Department of Planning, Industryand Enronment
Locked Bag 5022,
Parramatta, N5W2124
Email: priazlanning.nsw.gov.au
10 Pugust2021
Dear Sir/kfudam,
Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
Thank-you for the opportunityto comment on this significant proposal. lam a NSWotizen who finds the bush essential for mymental health,
general enjoyment and the beautiful Iiing creatures. Clean air and bush walking are on optional estras forme. Theyare essential to a happy,
healthy life.
Significantly, myalarm at creating more options for coal mining is heightened bythe release on 9th August 2021 of the 6th IPCC report The IPCC
report has a dire warning for the earth, people and all lising flora and fauna ifwe don't cease all new coal exploration and mining, oil exploration
and drilling, gas exploration drilling and fracking. Fossil fuel expansion must stop now. Carbon emissions, including methane, must reduce
drastically— NOW. We are in a climate emergency.
1 .1 NSWdoes not need any new coal mines or logging. Indeed, the new recently released IPCC report (August 2021) states that the world must
get carbon emission down fast if we are to survive as a species. Australia already has sufficient coal mines until alternative resources such as
solar, wind, batteries, hydro are implemented at the needed speed. Invest in the renewable economy not old, Great for enironment, great for
people and great for the future economy. Australia is already ranked 38/38 OECD countries on climate action commitment to reduce emissions.
1.2 Coal mining not only has a hugely detrimental effect on the world's dimate but also on our air quality. It causes increased asthma events (lam
one), lung disease and subsequently early deaths. This is a burden on our communities and health care system. Unnecessary suffering when
alternaties are available that do not pollute the atmosphere of cause climate disasters.
1.3 There are 550,000 old coal mines in Australia that continue to pollute (Hailer, 2021). Qi1y50 has been rehabilitated. Fossil fuel companies are
not good citizens
2. Co the other hand beautiful en'Aronments such as Femtree Gullyin the middle of Rumker are priceless. Theysequest carbon when not
disturbed, proside for a varietyof plant, animal and bird life. Theyare a joyfor humans who 'Asit For all humans and animal/bird life these
significant areas of undisturbed natural en'ironment proAde essential oxygen for life. Priceless.
3. In addition, Tomago Auminium stated an intention to be 100% renewable by2029. 'The compant/s chiefezecurke, r,tstt Howell, told the
Australian Financial Reew the goal for the smelter near Newcastle was to be "for all intents and purposes 100% renewable" by 2029 (Cox
11/8/2021). Other companies haw already made commitments that theyare implementing eg Telstra.
4. The lEAreport (2021) states thatwe have to stop burning coal by2030. This means no new coal mines orotherfossil fuel projects to
commence. Indeed, Australia needs to cut emissions 75% by2035. Aroadmap is supplied byClimate Works Australia.
That is, I objectto anymines in this area. This area needs to be preserved as National Park. NSWneeds to reduce carbon emissions and air
pollution fast, thus reducing the impact of carbon emissions on our health outcomes (physical and mental) and the planet So, I stronglyobject to
anyfossil fuel mining commercialisation of the Rumker area. This is now our opportunityto be accountable to our children, grandchildren, future
generations and the planet because 'the decisions we make to-daywill resonate for centuries or millenia' (Brian Bradshaw quoting from the IPCC
report 2021).
Thank you again forthe opportunityto comment. I lookforward to hearing from you in regards to this submission.
Yours sincerely,
Fay Walker
References:
/R6 Climate Change 2021 - Seth Assessment Report _IPCC. http:/tv.ipcc.cti

1558

Simon Bradshaw (10/8/2021) Climate Council scientist speaking on the CPNAhosted webinar discussing the IPCC report and implications.
Climate Council — various reports from 2019-2021. www.climatecouncil.org.au
Climate Vrks Report (4/4/2020) Decarbonisation Futures Solutions, action and benchmarks for a net zero emissions Pustralia.
www.climateworksaustralia.org
Lisa Cox (11/8/2021) Tomago, Australia's largest aluminium smelter, bows to switch to renewable energy by 2029. The Guardian.
Suzanne Hailer (10/8/21) ACE scientist speaking on a CANA hosted webinar discussing the IPCC report and implications.
Report (2021) Net Zero by 2050. International EnergyPency wiea.org/reporhnet-zaro-by-2O50.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2204
Submission
In the era of climate change I deep oppose this
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box

Cc:
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Submitted by Anonymous
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lam making a personal submission

Name
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Last name
Hay
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Cogs Creek
Submission
Hello,
Mr/name is Dad Hay, I live in the small town of Cogs Creek in NSWcentral west and lam writing here todayto plead mycase forwhy lam
opposed to the new coal developments of Hawkins/Rumker in the area.
First I will sayas a realist, I doubt thoroughlythat anyone with any influence will even read this submission, but lam compelled to make it on the off
chance that there is still something resembling a democracy in this country.
Aso, I understand the urge to sell all the coal we can before the whole world transitions awayfrom it It does bring in considerable re'enue for the
state and a few much needed regional jobs. But I argue that this is a false economy If the costs of enironmentaI damage are taken into account,
any short term revenue would pale by comparison. V\That is the cost of a drained aquifer in a prime farming area? What is the dollar value of dean
air and water? Wro pays for mine rehabilitation?(1)
On a personal note, I don't want the mine because we (like many locals and farms) use the aquifer for our water supplyand would be stuffed if it
disappears or becomes tainted. Iris0, mybrother has late stage emphysema and anyair contamination could easilykill him atthis stage. Who
would coerthe cost of those things? The mining companies? Ct- the state and fed? \IVhat is the dollar amount on mybrother's Iastfew remaining
years?
Nowfora more general argument, I'm sure the others who have made submissions have broughtthese things to light butwhatdo you sayabout
the IPCC latest report(2) which states: 'There is no room for anynewfossil fuel developments - if we're to aveid catastrophic warming."? If these
mines go ahead and there is catastrophic climate change will you personally(yos you reading this!) take some responsibilityfor that? If so, how? If
not, whynot? What kind of punishment would be fairfor ignoring scientificadaca and in doing so, playing a part in causing a catastrophe?
Really, at this juncture in our history, where the science is telling us we are at a tipping pointfor our own species' existence, I feel like it is you who
should bejustityng to us whythis should go ahead tome ratherthan the other wayaround, but here we are.
Notto mention the irreplaceable aboriginal heritage sites in the area northe manyand varied endangered species who call this area home(3).
Mgonlysmall comfort is that if (when) things go pear-shaped and we soon end up in a mad maxstyfe dystopian wasteland, the people who got us
there will be the first in the thunderdome. However, I would appreciate it if you could at least try to aveid that outcome.
Kind regards,
DaAd Hay
References:
1.
2: https://w.dimatecouncil .org.au/resources/what-does-ipcc-Iatest-report-mean/
3: https:/twww.abc.netau/news/2021-06-17/mudgee-coal-wqr/oration-release/100218752

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox

>

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 11/08/2021 - 15:23
Submitted by Anonymous
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lam making a personal submission
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Last name
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
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Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2043
Submission
There is no need to build new coal mines near Midgee. It is now cheaper to produce solar power per MVvh compared to a coal fired station. The
rapid global movement towards decarbonisation also sees any coal mines built in this area becoming obsolete soon after or even before theyare
completed.
Instead opportunities to establish renewable energynes in the Midgee and R4stone should be prioritised rather than coal exploration
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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11/08/2021 12:01:20 PM

To:
Cc:

;

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 11/08/2021 - 12:01
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
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Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
2850
Submission
You can't actually be serious!! With the lPCCs most recent report hang just been released. We need to be planning to moe awayfrom using
coal, NOT wcdoring for more.
I live here and I do not work in the coal industry. FvbAng mine and or exploration closer to our towns will destroythe area and all the community has
worked for with regard to tourism Not many people I know who enjoythe eyesore that is a coal mine
lw never put a submission forward before, but this is not ok!!. If ifs not okto have a solarfarm on our doorstep, I'm real lynot sure that a filthy coal
mine should be either.
Those working in the coal mining sector need to startthinking about life after coal, as do region's who relyon that as work
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

11/08/2021 10:06:42 AM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Wed, 11/08/2021 - 10:06
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2573
Submission
I oppose tothe release of land forfumther coal exploration in the Hawkins and Rumkerareas. Given the recentfacts on climate change it is
imperative that we do what we can to reduce our carbon emissions and coal is just not the wayforward. We need to protect and preserve out
natural landscape, aboriginal culture and the species that live in these areas. Haang to write another submission opposing to coal exploration is
vemydisappointing but I will continue to do so as it is necessary.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 10/08/2021 10:02:29 PM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 22:02
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission
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Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Kandos 2848
Submission
lam againstthe proposed Hawkins Rumker coal exploration due to the negatiw impacts this will likelyhaw on the local enironment (air, water,
land), and also tourism should this exploration lead to actual mining. Gen the concerns in sodetyabout the adverse effects of dimate change, I
believe new coal mines should not now be developed.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 10/08/20219:27:27 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hbilbox
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 -21:27
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Buff
Last name
Chubalino
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Bundall Ctd 4217
Submission
Please do not approe or release the Hawkins and Rumker areas for coal exploration.
Enough damage has already been done to the enronment
Show initiati'e and prode work and energyia renewable energies.
To allow further raping of our Ilaura and fauna, and erasing it for a coal mine is a disgraceful criminal act.
Don't be a disgraceful criminal, do the right thing and protect our ensironment.

Iagree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

10/08/2021 7:12:59 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<e

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 19:12
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Peter
Last name
Dagnia
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Hillars 6025
Submission
ltseems to me thatthe science on climate change is in and there is erylitfle doubtthatwe need to act nowto limitthe damage to our planet We
can no longer be estracting fossil fuels (particulartyfrom new sources) or cutting down anytrees or other vegetation that are a store of carbon and
proAde habitat for our native animals. It is time for our government and politicians to take a stand and make the right long-term decisions in this
regard and ban all new coal mining. I think that most people would like to leave the planet in a reasonable state forfuture generations.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 10/08/20215:45:37 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 17:45
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Cheril
Last name
Mran
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Cessnock
Submission
This area is where my ancestors are from and some of immediate family I lw and haw been buried. Our family isit this area to pay homage to our
ancestors and to show our new generation where we come from and how important this area is to our family.
I do not agree to this being mined in anyway as itwill destroy our heritage, sites, habitats four animals and destroy sacred sites
lam a proud ancestor of the Dabeedan and please do not al low this destruction of this beautiful and important area.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:
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Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission
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I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2850
Submission
do not want further coal exploration granted in the Midgee region. lam unsure howthat could possibly benefit the region. Exploration of
renewable energies would be a much better idea.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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To:
Cc:

;

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker
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Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission
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Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Sydney
Submission
ltwas only yesterday that the lPCC issued the most comprehensi'e climate report eer released and described it as a 'code red for humanity'. It is
ridiculous opening up anyareas forfurthercoal exploration. It is even more inappropriate gi'en thatcoal deposits in the Kelgoola-Ganguddy coal
lease are high ash content, inefficient in energy quantity and highly polluting. It would be madness to consider coal mining on the western border of
VVollemi National Park because of the high, conservation significance of Concudgy State Forest, which was recommended for addition to
wilderness in the original assessment bythe Greater Blue bbuntains Heritage ttdsisoryCommittee because of significant national wilderness
qualities. Have we already forgotten the enchonmental impact of the bushttres which raged through this area? Please have regard to the
threatened communities and species and to indigenous sites. Please lets see some common sense be injected into this process least a shortsighted political decision be made with long term consequences which we will all regret in the nearfuture and which myctiildren's generation will
be saddled with fortheir lifetime.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

10/08/20212:02:53 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtsil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Extiibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 14:02
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Daniela
Last name
Osiander
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
SunyHills 2010
Submission
As an experienced wildlife carer and simplyex!remelyconcemed citizen, I most strongly object to this proposal. Twenty Wars ago, after a career in
tvincluding as a documentary producer, I mo'ed to Australia specifically for its enable biodiersityand wilderness areas.
These lasttwentyears ha'e sadlyseen the relati'elycareless, unabated and short-sighted destruction of so manyPustralian treasures and made
Australia the leading countryfor recent mammal extinctions as well as a leading deforestation hotspot in the world. While this has caused me
grave personal sense of loss and despondency, it is 'erymuch the larger issues at stake here which should guide these decisions, including
National and state economic, human welfare and health considerations.
While there are multiple issues I could single out which should lead to a rejection of the proposal, let me focus on the two main ones
1. The gowrnment should urgentlyaccept best scientific ad'ice ttiatwe have to quicklyand massi'elyreduce fossil fuel consumption, not open
new mines! This proposal is completelyout of line with for instance the latest clear ackice bythe International EnergyPgency, an extremely
reputable bodyin this space, dearlyoutlining the necessary milestones to aoid catastrophic damage to our climate in their recent report "These
include, from today, no investment in new fossil fuel supplyprojects, and no furtherfinal investment decisions for new unabated coal plants." (lEA
International Energy Agency 2021, NetZero. Aroadmap for the energysector, re'Jsed version July2021 (3rd resion). Pans. Mewed 10/08/2021,
<hfts://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/beceb956-0dcf-4d73-89fe-131Oe3046d68/NetZerob2050PRoadmapfortheaobalEnergGectorCORR.pdf>)
This proposal is clearlyin direct transgression of this athice.
2. The location speciticallyforthis proposal is adjacent to a Vfrstd Heritage listed area and covers an area that many rightful lywant to see induded
in the World Heritage listing.
I stronglysupport its protection as an iconic and extremelyveluable area for biodiversity, conservation and tourism, not least due to its pronmityto
our most population dense areas. These interests far outweigh both ideologicallyas well as economicallythe interests putforward in the mining
proposal.
For these and manyother reasons, I strongly object to this proposal.
Thank you verymuch for considering mysubmission.
Daniela Osrander
SunyHills, August 2021
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

10/08/2021 1:38:11 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 13:38
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Paul
Last name
Sorensen
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
3160
Submission
Wow, the mind boggles. We are losing our flora and fauna at a furious rate, we're getting hotter and if you saw the news last night if we don't do
something now we won't be able to come back. Coal and gas have no part in the solution to fix this huge mess.
Enough is enough, pull your head out of your arses and start to listen to the experts.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 10/08/2021 1:49:12 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 13:49
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Mieet
Last name
Pgarwal
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
2140
Submission
Please do not release any land for coal exploration. Value climate more than an commercial benefits.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 10/08/2021 1:07:22 PM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 13:07
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Carmen
Last name
Denniss
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Dungog NSW
Submission
As a regulartourist of this area, I find the news of a proposed release of land outrageous when climate science, economics, and public opinion
routinely rejects the notion of expanding the fossil fuel industryas being beneficial to the collective whole.
This area is useful for farming, tourism, and conservation, all of which are seen as keyissues to Australia especiallyin a time where the
importance of self-reliance as a countryis greatly highl ighted- whyis land being released to support a dying industrywhen science has repeatedly
shown thatthere are better alternative to coal and gas mining? \Miywill this land not continue to be used to support Australians and its native fora
and fauna?
It's deeply disturbing to read that this is still being pursued when veryfewwill actually realise its benefit
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

10/08/2021 12:24:07 PM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvfuil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 12:24
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Carol
Last name
Scantlebury
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Donnybrook, 6239
Submission
I have a number of concerns about opening the Hawkins & Rumker area for coal exploration. First and foremost is the recent release of the climate
report alerting us to a code red situation for humariityand life on the planet if fossil fuels are not phased out as a source of fuel. Itwould be
en'Aronmental sabotage to continue in the light of this report
Another consideration is that of the World Heritage listed Wollemi National Park on the edge of the exploration area that is of high social and
cultural value.
In the area designated are nearly3O threatened species offlora and fauna as well as 45 recorded Aboriginal sites. There are nearlytwo thousand
hectares of ground water at risk as well as over two hundred water channels and streams, half of wtiich are classified as highlyfragile.
The local considerations alone should be enough to halt the exploration of the Hawkins-Rumker area.
Howewr, the recent climate report is the single most significant consideration. In phasing out fossil fuels there is a moral imperative to not mine
anymore coal. Life as we know it is alreaclychanging and to ignore the science is to put ourselves and all life on earth at risk.

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

10/08/2021 12:18:06 PM

To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 12:18
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name

Last name

I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email

SuburblTown & Postcode
Cromer
Submission
lam opposed to further eqansion of cola mining in this area. As a former landholder in the M.Jdgee district, I haw witnessed the adserse effects of
the expansion of mining in the Ulan area and do not wantthis replicated in these proposed areas, especiallyat a time where there is an aching
need to reduce carbon emissions forthe good of the planet. No more coal mines!
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent:

10/08/2021 11:30:28 AM

To:

DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment bbil box

Cc:

DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<

Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 -11:30
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Peter
Last name
Strong
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email

Suburb/Town & Postcode
2205
Submission
No destroying preaous tree canopyfor more future destroying coal mines
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 10/08/2021 10:57:55 AM
To:
Cc:
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 10:57
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Last name
I would like my submission to remain confidential
Yes

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Darlinghurst
Submission
Coal exploration actidies should not be considered in this region because:
- maintenance of primaryproductive agricultural land is essential forfuture resilience to increase in food demand and impacts of climate change.
- increased production of coal is not sustainable. The IPCC has just released its report into the risk of the world reaching 1.5 degrees of warming
by2030. We cannot be considering new coal mining operations. It is irresponsible of the NSWGovernmentto be considering as such.
I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 10/08/2021 10:04:51 AM
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtail box
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Eduibitions Wilbox
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 10:04
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Andrew
Last name
Hunter-Graham
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
Suburb/Town & Postcode
Camberwell, 3124
Submission
The IPCC has released yet another publication, warning of the impending dangers of Climate Change.
We can not ignore the realityand the science, not without failing our future, the future of generations to come and the future of our planet, the only
home we know.
Areadywe are feeling the impacts of more severe weather and fire events, yes we are resilient but as the situation gets worse in the coming years,
that resilience will begin to fail, just as it has been tested bya global pandemic.
We as humans can onlycope for so long in the midst of ensironmental and life-changing climate events. We are not in'/ncible, we need a healthy
planet to sustain our lives and future generations.
Humankind has lived on this planet for ages, thousands and thousands of years... Sometimes its hard to comprehend the long history, but we
have all learnt of the ages before our own.
Presenflywe are looking at changes to our en'ironment that will make sustaining human and other life an ever-growing challenge, increasingly it
will become impossible as those changes impact major populations in cities.
The weight of our inaction will finally break our abilityto cope and in the not too distant future, our abilityto live.
We are all on this planet together, our futures are on this planet together and so is our historyonce we are no longer... But history is only history if
future generations are able to live and look back upon it.
lndi'iduallywe can do our bit to ensure we tackle the issues that put at risk that future.
Coal exploration, mining, export and burning is not in the best interest of the future
Adecision in favour of anyfossil fuel is a direct contribution to climate change and an attack on our future as humans.
Its all too easyto focus on the now and forget that without a future what is the point of now?
Asa 26-year-old, I have serious doubts about the future, for no reason other than the climate and the environment of our planet beginning to fail
and become unliveable.
There is no one else to blame other than us, there are no external factors. As humans, we are tailing ourseNes...
fAts are smarter than that
I really hope that with encouragement the Hawkins and Rumker areas are not released for coal exploration, please consider renewable energy
production and export opportunities that support our future.
Warm regards,
Andrew

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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From:
Sent: 10/08/20219:33:42 I'M
To:
DPE Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment fvtailbo
Cc:
DPE PS ePlanning Ediibitions Wilbox<
Subject: \Nebform submission from: Preliminary Regional Issues Assessment Hawkins Rumker

Submitted on Tue, 10/08/2021 - 09:33
Submitted by Anonymous
Submitted values are:
Submission Type
lam making a personal submission

Name
First name
Daniel
Last name
Frawley
I would like my submission to remain confidential
No

Info
Email
SuburblTown & Postcode
Portland
Submission
To whom it may concern.
I herebywould like to express my concerns for this new proposal for mining in the Hawker and Rumker local areas.
Firstof all these areas are beautiful areas of natural beauty and history. The Indigenous hi story throughout this area is wryrich and there are many
areas of sacred value for the local Indigenous groups.
The natural en'Aronment that we haw throughout this area including the greater Blue bbuntains and the Great Diding Range is some of the only
remaining 1.5 percent of natural enironment left untouched in the world.
I personallyam honoured to call these areas home and myworkplace. I work in conservation and eon tourism and the mining of these areas will
hew massiw concequences for not onlyin myarea of work, butthe eneronment and local communities.
The potential for contamination is very high both through airborne and the waterways.
Just recentlythe areas of Hawker, Rumker and the Blue lVbuntains have fnallystarted to present the natural regrowth and regeneration process
taking place after the 2019/20 bushf res. Aso since the bushfires there has beam manyspecies of native flora and fauna rediscovered and coming
back into these areas.
Your proposal of mining in this area could and will wryquicklyput an end to all of this.
Tourism side of things. The Blue tvbuntains area and rvl.jdgee hew become areas of increasing eon-and natural historytourism that pro'Ades
millions of dollars and employment opportunities forthe local communities. Such mining operations as proposed would all but cease tourism in
the local area. Not onlyis Mjdgee an area of natural beauty, also the area has also become one of the main wine producers not onlyhere in
Australia but world wide. The contamination into waterways from this mining would once again put a wryquick stop to this.
Now I understand coal when used propertycan be an excellent source of renewable energy, is wrycheap, and we have an endless supplyof coal
awilable to use. However, the techniques used for the wdraction of this source posses to manythreats to both us as humans and the natural
envronment Also we have manyother sources of renewable energylike water sun and wind that would be far better worth spending moneyon and
does not poss the threats of coal mining.
Please consider not onlymyconcerns but others too regarding the want and need to safe guard and retain our areas of natural beautyand history.
The health and wellbeing of the envronment that we live in is integral to the health and wellbeing of us humans.
As mentioned above in these areas forthe proposed mining is some of the only 1.5 percent of untouched and natural ensironment left in the world.
Please let's keep it this way...

I agree to the above statement
Yes
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